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Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, November 29, 1977

In Our 98th Year
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Betty Lowry Is Murray Chamber_
1977 Citizen Of Year Recipient
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TtROM Wftt-WtSHERS - Mrs.-C7C.Itteity)toWry, the 1977 Murray Oiarntier of Commerce Citizen of the Yeaveceivell pientioof hugs and handshakes from well-wishers on receiving the awareduring the chamber's
annual banquet Monday evening. Here jinljohnson-eMtradive-directoz of
Murray Chamber of Commerce congratulates Mrs. Lowry, whose husband
Dr. C Ctowry won the distinguished award last vPar. Mrs. town, is Ow
siCend..man since 1958 to receive-the award'
Staff Photo b.toII At(hle.

At the conclusion, Mrs. C. C.(Betty)- award recipient, and after Ford read a . Mrs. Lowry served as_a _member of
Lowry said simply, "All I can say is
list of her accomplishments, she said,
Murray Common Council for two years.
thanks to all of you:"
have been with Crit 3.1 years, and
She served as president of the Calloway
The Calloway County Charriber of
without him I wouldn't have been able
County Medical Auxiliary for two
to serve in any capacity"at any place at
Commerce, in its 51st anniversary
years. She served as director or the
annual banquet Monday evening, any time. He has made it possible.
Kentucky Medical Auxiliary and the
named Mrs. Lowry, wife of Murray
"Also to the women of Murray,
Kentucky Medical Association.
physician, Dr. C. C. Lowry, the 1977
Calloway County and Kentucky, I think
Ford pointed out that MFS,Lowry has
Citizen of the Year. Dr. Lowry received
the women here are the most atserved as secretary of the Murray Civic
tIle coveted honor last year.
tractive, the hardest workers, and the
Music Association for 10 years, is a
"I'am truly surprised and indeed
greatest in the country. I don't believe
member of the Grey Ladies of the
gratefii1:-Cril Dr Lowr
l'ze called on anyone to_,Ask_ if.thir- ,I,Arnerion Red Ctoss.'.!and _leas the.
.y) you did .a
fantastic job- of keeping me in the ',ivould do any kind. of job- and they, liation's first woman chairman for the
dark," Mrs. LocrirY-qtlip-Ped.
refused.'"
. U.S. March of Dimes from 1974-1976.
- • .Ford cited Mrs. -Lowry f6r her ar
"Mrs. Lowry' -Was the Calloway'
,Some .150 Chamber of Commerce
tivities.in the "civic, political, social,
County coordinator for the Bicentennial
members and others attended the
technical and sports affairs of the .And the state communications chairannual fete, dedicated to Dr. and Mrs.
county and state."
man for the Kentucky Medical
Harry Sparks, Murray State University
president emeritus.
_
McBrayer,. Kentucky comCites Desire For Change By Administration
missioner of commerce, and an oft-Spoken , potential --candidate- for
governor, called for continued
economic growth in the state and
stressed running state government like
a business with the "bottom line" in
mind in his address to the chamber.

Auxiliary from-4974 . to 1976. She- has
devoted a lot of time to mental health
and has served as a director at almost
every level. She served four years on
the Kentucky Council on Public Higher
Education," Ford said.
Ford talked of Mrs. I,owry's work as
district chairman of the governor's
campaign in 1972 and the congressional
campaign of 1974. Mrs. Lowry served
as secretary-treasurer "of the Calloway
County_Demoersitic.Society frbui.1972 to- -.
1976: .
"In her work .with the woman's club,
Betty has served in all capacitiellfroni
a meruber.of the Murray Woman's Club
See MRS.LOWRY,
Column 5, Page 10

Cal Luther Resigns As
MSU Athletic Director

Jimmy Ford, Murray Chamber , of
Commerce vice president, bald-these
attending, "Usually we try to bold you
in suspense, give you a few clues and
string you along before we give You the
Cal Luther, who has been athletic
. name of,. the Mur.rsy. Chamber of_
- - director-at-Murray StateUniversity for
Commerce Citizen of the Year. But,this
the past 11 yearS, has submitted his
time, we are going to giveyou the name
resignation.
of the deserving winner up front."
- Luther, in announcing his resignation
A standing ovation greeted the 1977
late this morning, said that he had met
with Murray President Constantine
Curris and Vice President for.
University Services Marshall Gordon
following the-football season to discuss
Marrajasthletic_nrogram and.that.it__
iThidreated that a change 'In
athletic directorship was desired.
Consequently, Luther said he had
resigned and asked to be assigned to-,.
other duties at the university.
"I have every confidence in our
athletic staff and in our athletic
tradition and program_ aL_. Murray_
State," Luther said, "and I want t6
thank the Murray State alumni and
friends who have worked with me
during my 11 years'_administration iv
athletic director and my 20 years with
the university."
A search for Luther's successor will
begin immediately and will be coordinated by Dr. Gordon, who also affirmed that Luther would be reassigned
to another area within the university.
Luther's resignation came only eight

AWARD PRESENTATION -Emmy ford, vice president of Murray Chamber of Commerce reads the inscription on
the chamber's Citizen of the Year award while the recipient of the 1977 honor, Mrs. C. C. Lowry. looks on. Kentuclo
Commerce Commissioner Terry McBrayer delivered the keynote address to some 150 attending.

CAL LUTHER...
...Submits Resignation
days after MSU head football coach Bill
Furgerson announced that he would
resign from the coach post, a position
he had held for 11 Years.
At a press conference on Nov. 21,
Furgerson indicated that he was
resigning as football coach because Dr.
Gordon and President Curris had

"expressed the feelings of the Board of'
Regents that they felt very strongly we
should have won the conference and
because they td made a tetat corn- mitrnent to thelootball program, they
felt a championship was in order."
Dr. Gordon is also heading up a
search committee that is screening
_applications for the _footiaall coach's
.
position---vacated - by -Furgerson's
resignation. Interviews with potential
--successors urfirgetstirilove already-begun and Dr. Gordon has indicated
that a recommendation on the job
should be finalized by raid-December.
"Murray State University is committed to excellence, in all of its
programs, and is seeking new
leadership that 4Il give_ inereaaed
visibility aiiir vitality to its athletic
programs," Gordon said.
"Athletics play a most important role
in providing significant and meaningful
external thrust for the university by.
serving as the primary contact to many
alumni, supporters and friends.
Periodically," he went on, "central
administration reviews all programsacademic, athletic, etc. - adSee LUTHER,
Column 5, Page 10

Council Studies City Residents'
Use Of South 641 Water District

proposal that would allow a few
reflect a surplus of several thousand
only been working a four-day week
residents inside the city limits of
dollars at the end of the year.
recently in an effort to hold down on the
Murray to be served by the newly
"It looks like the city will have a
department's already over-taxed
established S6uth 641 Water District,
$75,000 or more surplus in the general
budget.
was taken under advisement by the
fund," Scott told the council members.
Murray Common Council, meeting in
The mayOr said that the major
In other business at Monday's
regular session Monday night.
reasons for the surplus appear to be
meeting,the council:
Under the proposal, presented by the
greater than anticipated revenues from
- approved on first reading an or-,
water'district's attorney, Harold Hurt, "-city taxes.
- Ainance setting' the-a;Clerk's salary
President Leonard Vaughn introduced
Kentucky Commerce Commissioner
tourism, and imprqving city and COLIT.t.
the district would construct a water line
at $12,000 per year for the 1978-79
McBrayer as Kentucky's "next
The mayor suggested that the council
Terry McBrayer has urged a ''bottom
government.
from the present city'main at Peggy
period;
governor." The chamber head said that
explore the possibility of purchasing ab
line" approach to running Kentucky
"We have to treat tourism as an in Ann Drive south to the city limits and
- approved on first reading an ornew sanitation truck with the additional
State government.
although the western portion of the
dustry," McBrayer said. "It's a billion
serve 14 customers within the city
dinance rezoning property *rig the.
121
state has elected men to the state's
dollar industry but we came about it by
And the commerce commissioner,
limits- who have signed up With-the '.funds. Mayor Scott said that it would
bypass;
take five to six months for del. ery of a
accident. It's the third or fourth largest
speaking to a crowd of about 150 at- _highest post, no one has upgraded KY
water district.
- approved the resignation of Bobby
to Kentucky Lake. He stressed that --industry in Kentucky with only mining;-----Hurt -explained that--the- district ----new truck and that-is-is greatly- needed
tending the Murray ehamber
itale from -Lthe Murray Fire
Commerce's 51st annual anniversary, maybe a man from Eastern Kentucky
manufacturing and agriculture ahead
which will be serving customers along --- in the Sanitation Department.
Department;
House
of it. It's the cleanest industry there is.
Colonial
banquet
can complete the job. The remark
at
641 to Hazel and will also serve
- approved a promotion to the rank
Mayor Scott later said that he plans
Smorgasbord in Murray . Monday
brought a huge applause from the
McBrayer said.
residents of Hazel, needed the adof lieutenant for Johnny Lane in the fire
to suggest to the Street Department
"I hope to advocate in coming weeks
evening, has called for full recognition
crowd.
ditional 14 customers to qualify for an
department, and;
that some of the funds could be utilized
a division of research and development
Vaughn told of the local chamber's
of tourism as a state industry.
FHA loan to install the water lines.
- were advised that the city revenue
commitments to attracting industry,
to get Street Department crews back un
McBrayer, often talked about as
Half of the cost of the construction
See McBRAYER,
sharing fund, as of Nov. 11. 1977, totaled
a full-time schedule. The crews have
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll's heir
upgrading agriculture, developing
will be paid through a federal grant and
Column 5,Page 10
8162,473.55.
apparent, told a crowd dotted with
the remaining half will be financed
•r
businessmen last night," I've beer. a
through FHA,Hurt said.
businessman for many years, either as
Hurt told the council that the portion
One Section-10 Pages
land developer, contractor, seller, or as
of the district water lines that were
an attorney representing the
within the city limits, if the council
Murray State University's Racer basketball squad
businessman. I've been in government
accepts the proposal, could be puropened their 1977-78 season last night with a heartmany years. But, whether in business
chased by the city at one-half the
stopping 78-74 win over Pine Bluff-Arkansas. Read sport
or government, my philosophy is the
construction costs at such time as the
editor Mike Brandon's account of the game today in the
same, it's the bottom line that counts."
water district had sukficient customers
sports section, Page 6.
"That profit and loss statement tells.
to retire its indebtedness without inme if I have a loss or a profit, if I can
cluding the 14 customers in the area in
expand or be forced to lay off. All that
question.
counts in the final results. That's.also
Hurt also explained that any new
;Building Page
my philosophy of government. It ought
5
customers, in addition to the 14, served
Classifieds
8, 9to be run more like a business, not
by the portion of the water line -within
Crosswords
necessarily for profit but for results,
the city limits would be customers of
8
Comics
Rank) mixed with a few
with goals to work fell; efficient and'
a
the Murray- Water System, not the
Dear Abby,.
snowflakes or sleet, becoming
effective management. I think these
2
water district.
Deaths & Funerals
rain by noon and. continuing
10
goals an be done. We have a goverThe council directed its water and
Garrott's Galley
through Wednesday. Chance for
nment that responds to your needS, a
4
sewer committee to study the water
Horoscope
t
'thundershowers.
governrneldr that strips away un-High
2
district's
today
contract
proposed
make
a
and
k
Let's Stay Well
from itid 40s to near 50. Low
necessary red tape, a government that
8
recommendation on council action at
KEYNOTt SPEAKER - Kentucky Commerce Commisioner Terry Mr
1_,oca I Scene
tonight in low and mid 40s. High
helps its citizens. That's my philosophy
2, 3
the Dec. 10 meeting of the council.
Brayer was4
it Murray Chamber of Commerrii- annual banquet keynote
-Opinion Page .
Wednesday in low and mic04:
and I shall us tigaa long as I'm involved
4 .
Budget Surplus Reported
Man ay evening. Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry won the chamber
speaker
Sports ..-".
, in any facet ciraroverritneilt,7' McBrayer
• S,7
Mayor John F. Scott reported to the
Citizen of the Year awarci.
• '
said.
ight thatrcurrent figures
—77
.
•
yr:
:
ntaff Photolw Low141 Mail,.
of dommerCe
as
Murt' -MThanif,er
indicate that -the ---city's budget will
Stiff Photo bv1oelI Atchle.

In Running State Government

McBrayer Stresses Bottom Line'

inside today

rain
and
sleet

I

today's index
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Thomas-Cope Vows

°eat edeAte
Your Individual
Horoscope

Katrina Lee Nicks
To RecO,ve Degree

i.

'Dean.-A

Columbia, Mo. — Katrina honorary society, and Zeta
Lee Nicks, daughter of yr. Phi Delta, social korority.
and Mrs. James 11.--Cociwanc
The-Murat girl;-48V-kensio732 Fairbute Drive,. Murray,. graduate of Murray -High
will graduate with honors in School, has recently been
December from Stephens named as one of the students
College, Columbia, Mo.
at Stephens College named to
Miss Nicks will receive Wei' the 1977-78 edition of Who's
Bachelor of Arts degree in Who Among Students in
-Frvrielr. She has been-a-BA.' Arderttan trurversittes:lent - assistant...in the Foreign Colleges-- based on her
Language Peartmenl, on an Academic achievemenh
honors scholarship for four service to the community,
years, and received a Schenk leadershiNin extracurricular
-.scholarship-formulaic;study _ activitiesand future potential..
In Spain 1977. She has memberships in Alpha Lambda
Delta, freshman scholastic

These Tall Stories
Might Be Helpful

- Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30,19.77
What kind of day will you look closely, you will find it •
--....temaiinit be? To_finr1 nut what _bus many. advantages, tke5ckits
the stars say, read the forecast will be 4argely up to YOU. ••
givenfor4our _birth Sign.

e-

By Abigail Van Buren

SAGiTrARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21)

"

i ;%.
)
-vt
ARIESDEAR-ABBY. The letter from the'14-year-old girl wiroi
Without much planetary
Mar.. 21 to Apr. 20) erriA
Was so large for her age that she didn't care if she ever saw
You may discern a hint of assistance, you can still net top
things to coine-where- your eeturno but, before • acting; plan- - her lith- hirthelay reminded me of myself:"... ,,;_*
k
Wheni was 14. Latosid 5 feet 10 and weighed 205. And ai
personal ambitions are con- . well,. •be_ sure of facts and
DON'T
and
cerned. Accept advice and details,
if that wasn't bad enough, I had bright red hair!
Ilk\
support from interested friends. procrastinate..
I was the butt of many cruel jokes, and I cried myself to
TAURUS
sleep more ni'ghts than"I could count. I didn't have one date ,
CAPRICORN
( Apr. 21 to May 211
in high school.
Venus influences excellent. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 204 laa
likk
The summer after graduation'I decided that God gave
common
now:
Important
You should be in a zestful mood
iliZt
my body, and it was up to me to make the best of it. I
me
all
of
analysis
logical
sense,
and well able to produce your
went on a. diet, trimmed myself down, and took dancing
hest:Organize assistance to put situations, ease of action.
-lessons to develop grace and poise.
Domestic and soctal interests
new idea over the top. 1It
4
/
.1
Today I'm 32, stand 5 feet 10, weigh 135 and am married
highly favored. Don't wasteGEMINI
three
.
have
The Seventh and Eighth
beautiful
We
4.
feet
6
regrets..
who's
on
time
wonderful,man
a
to
(May 22 fo June 21)
we
but
plan
Amazons,
to
be
probably
Fabric Exploratory
will
Grade
who
daughters
'You are.one, of -those gifted AQUARIUS
,- Southwest
teach them -early to make the 'most of what they have:
at
Class
persons who can oproduce 1.1a4,21 to.E_Qb• 1.$J =OA
QUEEN-SIZED AND HAPPY.
concluded
School
original anjilitiisitar ideas when
.Elementary
:and
rofit by
raisiaket
^
they are' Most needed. This is- by sound advice. You have a
Miss Reita Ladd's' tiveive
DEAR HAPPY: Xours was one of many letters _
.your day. to skittle: .
wonderful -chance for acweeks class by having- a
CANCER
received with essentially the same encouraging message.
complishment but day needs the
Miss Cheryl Ann Thomas
skating party at the Lynn
beaut:
June 22 to July 23 ) ell(r;if
inspiring
Read 01) for another
right push steadiness.
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Thomas of Louisville announce the Grove Roller Rink on
A little snap and bounce won't
PISCES
in
be amiss now. Put everything
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, November 15.
DEAR ABBY: May I add a few words to your advice to
proper perspective: There t Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Each member of the class
Cheryl Ann, to Mark Kevin Cope of Murray, son of Mr. and
TOO TALL because I was there many years ago.
Counting one's. blessings
could be some errors in
invited one guest to the party
TALL is the stuff the models, outstanding athletes
TOO
Mrs.
Loyse
of
Cope
Bardwell.
•
makes every picture tosier, but
judgment, so be alert:
arid many execntives are ;bade of. Being tall means you • Miss Thturms is a 1973 graduate of Doss High Sphricil in which was financed by special
..4)
DON'T count Mans you have
LEO
will never be lost in a crowd. Being too tall is difficuk.at 14, Letegville. She has attended the University.ofLouisville and is projects made sold by the
not and MAY NOT
;July 24 to Aug. 23)
but if you play it smart, you can be a standout the rest of
now attending Murray State University where she will receive class at the fall festival, an
You'll do. best now if you MiXed influences: Use care in your life.
annual event at Southwest
cooperate with the plans of all things.
her degree in elementary education in December.
eseet.
stand
and
sit
to
' The secret? Train yourself
others instead of insisting on
School.
is
Cope
Mr.
1973
a
graduate
Carlisle
of
County
High
School.
Practice a graceful walk. Study dancing. Read a lot and fill
YOU BORN TODAY are an
your own. Some friction
The class also made a
He attended Murray State University and is an alumni of
your mind with interesting and useful information.
exceptionally versatile and
pcssible otherwise.
of the remaining
donation
Gamma
Alpha
Rho
drama,
fraternity.
crafts,
in
music,
have
you
talents
any
Devplop
with
ambitious individual,
wo 1,P,
VIRGO_
the Crippled
to
profits
others.
help
to
way
a
The
Find
is
for
wedding
athletics.
in
planned
at
Wednesday, December 28,
writing. Participate
-;'-t1 abilities along both business
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Childrert'rs Telethon. a'
the
Teach tr Stnic!ay school class,-work in-a summer recreation • 6:30p.m.
Irot/UOISPaiteiperiencemaYgiseou... ON:cfeativelipes: Where the
rekhrerIan
P
.
.
-the cluesolutiott Of a- current arts* ire- coneerned, Pante- Or•-• prpgram, volunteer ai a candY-Striper at ihospitid, visa anursing home regularly.Train your ears to listen,-and your
problem. Good- Mercury in- -literature would prove the most
90
)
00
of o
'
co4,0110-fluences should help you to satisfying outlets for your
heart to ,understand.
C7
,
5
advanees.
head
fine
make
talents and tt ts quite Passible - - Stop cravAing to your plate for cAltfort. Hold:your
,
_NIL_
that if: you do pat choose -eithe_r ,_ high and -quit trying to fold- yourself up so you'll look
.r---'v
:n
LIBRA
•
Isla career,you will lake Wade
.Sept. 24--to Oct. 23) ---''
saller.
m
A generally auspicious day.. or' the other- as an avocation.
If you take my advice, you will soon find yourself
This is a period in which to give --Bustness••wise, you can, sell,
by friends who appreciate yotir concern for
surrounded
your finest performance, to • promote and . handle money
others and admire your friendly &tieing attittide.
oepitalize on your many talents successfully for others as
Then one day youll realize Chu you're 'dancing with rI
- especially in creative en- banker or broker. You could
someone *orter than you, and y'ou will both know that it ••
also do exceptionally well in the
•
.
deavor.
1
doesn't reallY:matter which one of you is taller.
legal field. Birthdate of:
4-e•
_ m.
SCORPIO
TALL AND GROWING
Jonathan Swift. satirist; Mark
--'''
(-Oct 24 to Nov.
Day may _not-- seep to hold -Twain, Amer.- -wit, author;
DEAR ABBY: I know exactly how TOO TALI, -felt
much opportunity a t4first, but if Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. actor.

8

WW1
PHOTO

Southwest Class
Has Skating Party.

Per Pose In Living

Color

For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
eNo limit .All Age?,
*Groups Okay

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
11$S. 12th 753-0015
fre•jerfrie0 la leer "

al

.01.1
11

Iir

1°'

because I was also tno,tall in my girlhood. My problem _Vas
---tlun. You may further complicated because I'was also too
not believe thip, but being too thin can be just as painful as
•
being too fat!
At 15, I was 6 feet tall and weighed 125! I used to force
myself to drink chocolate malteds until I- was sick, hoping
to gain a few pounds. My parents took me to one doctor
after another trying to put some weight on me. They.
thought I had TB.
4- •
--The worstvart ef being So.tall.end skinny wits the cruel
remarks I was subjected to.
Abby, please tell yourreaders that it's just as unkind to
remind a person that he's tall and thin (or fat) as it is to
remind a person that he's crippled or blind.
I wish I had a dollar for everyone who's ever asked me
how .the weather was "up there."
And you would not believe the number of people
(strangers, too)who have asked, "Say, how tall are you?"
2 or 6 feet 2?
/
What difference does it make if I'm 5 feet 111
I hope you print this. It just might make someone stop
and think before he hurts the feelings of someone who's
hurting enough as it is.
TALL MAMA

Tonite!!
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

1 Its
0
-.s
,
43466‘
s1"

LALukil
ciiff

Cloisil

•••••••i:..•••%•••••••
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

Ic:ATIP;p1II
1008 Chestnut

BAD NEWS

Thru 12/7
j

Gumi

Special Projects Are
Planned By The FBLA

7:30

ALLEY ,„ [Only

[Iihru. Wed.

641N Central Ctr

Is it Funny!

or

7:30 •

Only
A PIECE
IN; THE ACTION

641 N Central Ctr

WED.,

..a..

•
lip•
•
•110
•
•
•
:••
:
••t..•.1111.:
•••

,414,
—
.
c
,

‘4

The Murray Vocational
Center FBLA Chapter met
recently at the Murray
Vocational Center with Debra
Tucker presidept presiding.
The members voted to sell'
Reece's Candy and take orders for Flower Pots filled
with cookies as a fund raising
ProjectFor one of the Christmas
Projects the chapter voted to
send CfirMinas greetings to
other FBLA Chapters in tpe
region and businesses. These
will be designed and
duplicated by the members.
Another Christmas project,
approved by the chapter, was

st

::ketleW"*Aczz%

For Your Christmas Shopping

1/2

Price Rack

1/3

Off
Group Of
Blouses & Tops

Holiday and Spring Suits, Drcssy
Pants and long Skirts and Blouses
By Koret
w

nff for senior citizens with their

-art'

•
\\‘
ZClothes

•

Closet

Southside Shopping
Center

Comes Home To

456
5 6
q

AUTOMATIC CHEF'"
SENSOR ENDS
POTWATCHING
BE A GOOD COOK
THE MICROTOUCH
WAY

ff69

DUAL-POWER
MICROWAVE
OVEN WITH
DEFROST!
as

to give toys to a needy family.
In order to carry out this
project, members
will
duplicate cookbooks of
favorite recipes and sell theta.
The Chapter also voted-to
type solicitation letters for the
local March of Dimes.
The FBLA Chapter received
a plaque in honor of placing
fourth in National Competition
on their Annual Activity
Report.- President Debra
Tucker presented this plaque
to the two advisors, Mrs.
Martha Crawford and Mrs.
Brenda Nis, as an expression
of the Chapter's thanks for the
time and energy they have
contributed to the club.

The program was the formal installation ceremony of
the new chapter officers. The
officers for_ this year are
president, Debra Tucker,
daughter —of Mr. and Mrs.
viceTucker;
James
president, Tanya Cooper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Cooper; secretary,
Geneva Garland, daughter of
Mr. aniikirs. Nelson Garland;
treasurer, Janna Cooper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Cooper; reporter,
Shelia Phillips, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips;
historian, Ginger Black,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
W. Black;- and parliamenLinda
Chaney%
tarian,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Chaney.
. A iopr prise, presented by
the Ehapter was won by
TanilnY Ml11117.--

App!.t 11, es
Arneroa

1"!

Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Vaa Buren', 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long,self-adaressed,stamped 12441 envelope.

BREAKING tZ 17:30
Only
TRAINING

DAIMMATIII%

loon-wept

jhrE

flaNkairmigORew

All NEW
THE

4th W-e-eil

Opp

`1.

Prices Start At

249
Microwaves

Over

Gm.

In Stock To Choose From!

SERVICE!

The ieWrehwatevKeeeeesehing
Microwave

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

PHONE

753-1586

e
ew,j4itk
NS^

-
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•
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Mitrrayan
Is Winner
a

Jeanette Cathey Blakefield,
ter of Mr. and Mrs.
-• eEttilir - ot-Murray
Route Four, received a special
honor at the Huntington
Galleries, Htintington, W. Va.
Her Exhibition 280 Entry,
SelfThrough
"Push
Portrait," was selected by the
juror as recipient of an honor
aivard in the print categogLin
addition the work was also
chosen for museum purchase.
was
Blakefield
Mrs.
•• presented with,an award.of..
$115 at the preview reception
and awards ceremony opening
the Exhibition 280.
The former Murray woman
is a teacher of art at Maysville
College,
Community
Maysville. She received her B.
F. A., M. A., and specialist in
college teaching from Mrirray
State University, and has had
work accepted at the Evansville Museum of -arts .and
science, Evan,sville, hid..

Martha Kirk Presents Program At BY W Meet
The Baptist Young Women Hill, 501 Lynnwood Court.
The next scheduled meeting 15 at 7:00 p.m. The foreign
of First Baptist Church Met
• Mrs. Carol Fields, Mission will be held at the home of mission book study will be the
Thursday evening, November Support Chairman, presented Mrs. Carol Fields, 1216 program. The church nursery
17, at the home of Mrs. Debbie the prayer calendar,
followed Melrose Drive, on December will be open.
with prayer by Mrs. Debbie
CL iN1 MUN ITY
Bell.
('ALFNI)Alt
Miss Martha Kirk provided
an inspirational program.
TfiesdlOm—hei
pertaining to her work this
Faculty Piano Trio of past summer as a summer
DECORATE A STRAW WREATH OR BROOM!
Murray State University will missionary at Virginia Beach.
present a recital at 8:15 p.m.
Mrs.
Debbie
Smith,
in the recital hall annex of
Come in Wednesday, November 30
president, led in the discussion
between 11 A.M.ahd 3 P.M.tux!
Price Doyle Fine Arts Com- of several • business.. related
plex, fr1SU.
join
our workshop:-Just buy your
ems. _Mrs, Sheila Duncan,
,
Boosters of -Struthtvest'-cheerlearret sponsor, Kay --persons attended.
Straw Rein, pick out your favorite
mission
action
„chairman,
.Illeiday._November 29
Junior High School honored Greer. Principal Roy -Cothran - _ _Pare,nts. attending,were
ribbon, sit at our work table and
discussed mission action plarF
Rehearsal of Chorus of
thg
football
team, and his wife, Jane, also at- Walter Steely, Mr. and Mrs.
we'll help you decorate it!
for
the
coming
months.
Joe Pat McCallon, Mr. and 'Music Department of Murray
cheerleaders, and coaches tended.
CALL US NOW TO RESERVE A
Plans
were
made for a
Mrs. Tommy Carraway, Mr. -Woman's Club will be held at
-with a pizza party at-Pagliai's
TIME FOR YOUR Inn!
The -16ottiall . players _and
and Mrs. Ferrell Miller, Mr. the First Christian Church at husband-wife .Christmas party
and a skating party at the cheerleaders were
each and Mrs.
to
be
held
in
the
felloWship
hall
Robert Overby, Mr.. 7:30 p.m.
Murray Skating Rink on presented a small gold
footof the church on December 10
Friday night, November 12. ball as a gift from the and Mrs. Calvin Key, Mr. and
Lake Area Singles will meet at 6:00 p.m. A pot luck supper
Blue tablecloths and white boosters. Mrs. Brick and Mrs. Mrs. Gerald Gallirnore and
will be provided and . the
at seven p.m. at North Branch
flowers were used to accent Greer were presented white daughter, Sherri, Mr. and
of Peoples Bank, Murray, nursery will be open.
the school colors. Miniature mum corsages as gifts from Mrs. Pat Butterworth and
Refreshments were served
daughter, Melinda, Mrs. Reita Moody will be speaker.
helmets and plastic footballs cheerleaders.
Your Complete Arts and Crafts Center
Jeanette Story, Mrs. Clara For information call 753-0499 by Mrs. Hill to tie nineteen
were used at each place
DIXIELAND
SHOPPING CENTER Murray. Ky.
persons
present. Mrs. Selwyn
Private skating was _held Paschall, Mrs. Joan Cooper, or 753-5487 after 5:30 p.m.
setting.
Block West of 641 on Chestnut St - Phone 753-0859
Parker became a new
from. teri''p.m. to twelve Mrs. Lottie Sheridan and
Tommy Carraway presided
courtesy Marty, Mrs. Diana Tipton, Oaks Country Club, Murray member.
and presented gifts to Coach.
I
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Story. -_Arid Mrs!Debbie Phillip, and • Recreational Association, will
Brick and:. Mrs. Brick, to
SApprOximatell.'iJLenbship
seventy
(we -son..s•...• --Coach GMICAL-and
.4
meeting at the -Oaks Chib
Room at seven p.m.
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outhwest
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Wednesday,November 30
First Baptist Church
Mission Study of book,
"Riversof Ink," will be held at
the church at- 6:45 p.m. hi
church sanctuary. The Rev.
presidents; Regina Walker, Dr Bill Whittaker will present
secretary; Cindy Tucker, -the study.
treasurer; Kevin Hopkins,
- Thursday, December 1
devotional leader; Keith
Garden Department of
Rogers, parliamentarian; Murray Woman's Club will
Julie Gargus, program; meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
Shannon McDougal, song house.
-leader;
Beach, _
Tracy
.
_.
reporter:M*ay Women of the
Moose will meet at isht p.m..
'
at the lodge halls

Club Plans Projects

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
,
5
0n
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BIG it*

The ...Junior Beta Club of
North Calloway Elementary
School plans to participate in
the sixth annual Christmas
Parade in Murray on Saturday, December 2, at two p.m.,
according to Trisha Clark,
presictent -of the club.
- Miss Clark said the'clith alao
plans to go caroling during the
holidays, observe teachers'
appreciation day, and hold a
spring banquet for- the activities for the remainder of
- the year.
Some of the projects kir the
year include r selling school
supplies, holding a Halloween
party, an initiation of new
- members, donation of $245 to
the Crippled Childreres
Telethon, and A .school glad
Project.'Officers are Trisha Clark,
president; Kelley Crouse and
Raymond _ Grady, v ice-

Anniversary
Sale

2n

Now In Progress
Children's Fashions

7he Step oeadder
Bel-Air Sh°pair% Cee!er
753-1795

Hrs. M9n. Thru Sat.
10:00-9:00 Till Christmas

Iirs. Paschall js.

Hostess-For Meet-?k$. Mark Paschall opened
her home for the November
first meeting of the Gladys •
Williamson—Group of the
Baptist Young Women of the
-Sinking-- Spring - Baptist
Church.
The women discussed the
Christmas gifts to be sent to
the child sponsored by the
group at Glendale Home. Also
the group decided to send
Thanksgiving baskets to the
church members who are in
the convalescent center, for
mission
November
the
project.
ach member shared her
favorite recipe with the other
members.
Mrs. Paschall served
refreshments to Natalie
Brown, Debbie Sales, Becky
Nance, Mary Janice Cooper,
Becky Vance, Suzie Cathey,
Joyce Gibson, Gail Turner,
Denecia Lovins, Gladys
Williamson, and Susie Scott.

B.YW Group Holds
• Diriner.,4t-Sirloin:
The Gladys Williamson
Group of the Baptist Young
Women of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met at the
Sirloin Stockade for revealing
of secret pals.
Supper was served to the
members and their husbands.
Gifts were exchanged between
the secret pals after the meal.
Those attending were Roger
and Mary Janice Cooper, Rick
and Evie Paschall, Mark and
Laura Paschall, Becky Vance,
Marketia Cain, Becky Nance,
Lawson
and
Gladys
Williarnson,_Tommy and Susie
,Scott, Mike and Denecia
'Lorins, Natalie and John
Brown. Gail and Lanny
Turner, Joyce and Darrell
Gibson, and Suzie and Steve
Cathey.

CUT DOWN ON FOAM
You can cut down on foam
when you are cooking dry
beans or peas by adding a
tablespoon offat (for each cup
of the legumes) to the cooking
water. This Method is particularly helpful when a
pressure cooker is used. Great
Northern red kidney and
pinto beans all benefit from
this method; however, it does
not help keep large limas from
foaming.

0

-•
•

•4.

; WHAT'S IN A NAME?.,.
•

SO LONG AS IT'S FASHION
...and here are the fashi
.
'on parts and partners that 1,-1 ,,,, name wur look. Contrast or mat
ching...the total (-fled is.soft feminine and ,ultra current in..silky,!usurious Ariana' that eagerly
takes to «Arm

KENT BAILEY, 14 year old
son of the Rev. and Mrs. ker
ney Bailey of Franklin and
grandson of Mrs. Floren(i•
Shoemaker and Mrs. lewd
Bailey of Murray, recentls
received the governor ,
award for Most Outstandim:
Leadership in the Kenitra,
Youth Assembly. He and
family moved to Franklin
recently wheolris'father vs,),
named minister of ihr
Walker Memorial Bapti:1
Church there. Kent
student at Franklin Noir,
High School, served ,1
speaker of the house of ill,
Kentucky Youth Assemhl,
and presided over th.
House td Representatisr'meeting- at the Kentuck\
State Capitol in FrariLfoo
--recently. A.

A Pierrot °liar frames the close neckline and flatters .1 long slersed top
S19.00

elasticited at the waist.. .

full circle skirt with elastici/ed waist.,S22 00
Peasant blouse with ruffling around the elasticiied
witlia self flower and sleeved to the elbow., 519.00

on-or-off

Two-tiered skirt 29-inches long, elastiri/ed at the waist

the shoulder-neckline A« entol

and a separate triangle wart 524 00
4

N'S
master charge

"The Happy Yellow Store-

=ZEN
BAhMAIAFR CAP"

LITTLETON S
• 1.• •••••• 14i,•• 4.•.•

11=3:11.
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Congratulations
Betty Lowry
-

civic life at the local as well as
our
We
extend
levels.
Betty. the .state ahd. national
congratulations, .to
church,
in
active
also
Lowry, the 1977 Citizen of the She is
political, social, technical and
Year selected by members of
affairs..
sports
the Murray tThamber of Comhas given freely of her
She
merce.
serving in official
to
time
Betty Lowry's activities
with a host of
capacities
cover the full realm of civic inand has never
organizations
her
and
volvement
minute.
begrudged
a
envied
achievements should be
We think the chamber memby many. She has devoted her
bership has made an excellent
life not only-to her family but to
selection for Citizen of the Year
improving the lifestyle of her
for 1977. We join in this salute to
fellow citizens..
Betty Lowry.
c_tive in many areas of
She

41A6E•rIgiCe.

•••

ao

_

_ -.

COP

Near

The Defebse Department has cut fuel
consumption for heating the Pentagow
by 25 percent. All of its superfluous
classified
material—documents,
computer printouts, maps,film and the
like-As being bunted in an-incinerator
that generates steam.
Why hasn't the,rest of the government thought of this? Some federal
'agencies could probably stay warm all
winter simply by,sending their outgoing
. 11aU to the lurk:ice room instead of the
to Post Office. The forms, regulations and
guidelines sent out by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare alone
probably contain the BTU-equivalent of

Garrott's Galley ,

Letter To The Editor -

Ily ENE M
EON
tirray..114-er & Tiriws E4uor

By M.C. Garrott

Wanteg: Any To Carry
Light musicalNotes

several million barrels of oil. We might
not need Alaskan gas if we cduld shred
and burn allthe environmental impact
statements gathering in government
files:
Here'p a tip for the President's tasir
force on governmental reorganization:
merge_the Pepartment_of Energy with
the Federal Commission on Paperwork. .
o
e advantage of being inexperienced is that you don't have the
common sense to stop you from accomplishing something evecybody
knows is itapasaible.
.o o
In addition to wins by Murray State
and Austin Peay, the tossed by two
other Ohio Valley Conference teams
last night should significantly bolster
the league's stature in the college
basketball world.
We're refering to Middle Tennessee's
.58-5§_loss,to.,Oral,Boberts.a.saaste
Kentucky's 6148 defeat at the hands of'-1
Minnesota. Both losses were on the
winning team's home court and both
were to highly regarding teams.
Even though they enjoyed the home
court advantage, Minnesota had to
stage a come-from-behind effort
coupled with a tip-in in the final two
- seconds to outpoint Eastern.
And a three-point defeat at the hand
of Oral Roberts in the Tulsa schools
own arena tells us that Middle Tennessee is living up to predictions that
say the•Blue Raiders will be tough to
contend with this season.
+
A man whose stor
.
e_ was robbed the
night before disclisitng his inisfortune
with the detective assigned to the case.
'I'm sorry to hear about this," the
detete' said sympathetically. "Did
yMi lose a great deal?"
"Quite a lot, but it could have been
work," the victimized merchant said.
"It was lucky the robber didn't break in
the night before last."
"Why?"asked the detective.
"Well, yesterday morning," the store
owner -said, "I, marked everything
-down 40 percenti"

had a solution for that, too. A program and they went on off to settle in at
Wayne Halley, the new minister of
Morehead.
,
First
Baptist,lias
has
been worked out through which
church,
music at our.
Each year since then, they've been
individuals, classes and groups may
an advertising streak in his makeup. In
purchase bells in their names or in meeting at Morehead and drawing
his effort to build up the adult choir
memory or honor of someone. So far, hundreds of people to the campus in the
the church, which already is one of the
privilege to
they are coming along great with this, evenings for their concerts, much the
rig
been
has
ever
finest
it
Liear Editor:
know that there is such a thing because
and Wayne is hopeful of having all the same as being done with the Stampshear, he recently had the following
There are only a few more shopping Jesus gave his disciples power over
church
bells he needs to equip a choir a lot Blackwood School of Musie each
weekly
the
ad"
in
"classified
days left before Christmas. People are them_ I know through personal exsummer at Murray State with its
earlier
than he expected.
paper:
buying gifts Tor their families and perience in working with such people
alto,
+++
quartets.
soprano,
OPEN:
In
POSITIONS
friends. I would like to encourage this that after they were delivered from this
+++
need
About seven years ago, the National
others
sections.
No
bass
and
tenor
about.
community to be very selective
_power of the devil that some have had
concerts, E.• J. and
wanted
to
Speaking
of
Ringers
Association
Bell
aPfliY•
_,
the things they spend -their Aione*y- for. -ouija boards and somelvere involved in
QUALIPICATIONS:
come to Murray State to hold their Nancy Haverstock, who used to live in
PHYSICAL
never
Most:mothers and fathers would
.seante and stsidied the biac-ki*rts,..
Must be- abW-to cam--light 1111iSiCal - -national., convention. -It- would ,have Murray when E.J. was manager of the
- eS- a rattlesnake or
-brfriinto their-Korn
I say that you do not know what you
meant Several thousands of ringers in Tappan plant here, may have been
into the church sanctuary. Must
notes
Agorance
they
a loaded .gitn.- -y4t, in
are fooling with. Denounce ,it. Burn
- an untold number of choirs and groups among the last Americans to see and
director
fit
a
see
The
vision
to
have
good
• will. , bring in things much more those things, along with your Budda
hear.Bing Crosby on stage.
being on the campus and spending
distance,
• idestruetive and give - them • to their doIlcandany Other idols in your Nimes.'
in--the-eonimunity -fOr -several- •
end- Nancy, Who now life in
money,
•
None.
LIMIT:
AGE
children. I know that as I write this Clean your home up. If you have
EXPERIENCE: No applications days, but things c.ouldn't be worked out Mansfield, Ohio, were in Europe and in
letter -there -Will be Mose who will say ..aireaciyholight some.of the thingsthat I
London when Crosby was,performing ataccepted from persons who-have not
-Trne—„, -have mentioned, take them -bac-k-10-the
-there is-no.s'uelithing-a look uPen
The Palladium and they went to hii
sting, humMed or whistled In the tub or
as a foolish man. Nevertheless, I feell store for a refund. Or exchange them
concert. It was only a few days afshower at one time or another.
must write this letter_ _
for something wholesome. If you have
terwards, that the Old Crooner, having
Guaranteed
WAGES:
BEGINNING
People seek after supernatural thrills never accepted Jesus Christ as ,you
finished his London engagement, went
satisfaction and joy 41.the service of the
'and expose themselves until they find 'Saviour.and asked Him to forgive you of
to Spain for some golf and suffered his
Lord.
..
7 they rare -controlled by a supernatural your sins, please do so-today and you
who
heart attack on the course.
Members
fatal
ADVANCEMENT:
president
of
Dr.
Ralph'
H.
Woods,
force. The only supernatural ex- -can have a peace that passes' all
and Murray State University, and his
ability
unusual
demonstrate
periences that you and I should seek understanding. Know ye not that to
vourage-inightaioga solo-,sometime.
assistant, Dr. Ray- Mofield, are picftei :are- the- bites of the Lord- Jesus whom ye yield yourselves servants to
FROM,THE ,
HOURS: 1 to lit houri on rehearsal tured- inspecting a scale model of the
Christ. When you bring into you} home• obey, his- servant (slave) ye are to
By
during
Joel
and
:rump
day (depending on choir)
E-4.3 million Fine Arts Building to be
the ouija boards, tarot cards, books on whom you obey; whether to sin unto
ism
worship services.
erected on the campus of Murray State
• the occult and the black arts, oehecome death or of obedience unto
voice ,University.
your
After
RETIREMENT:
- a part Of seances, you are inviting into righteousness? 'I Romans616)
reaches the place where it can hit two
John Charles Larson, son of Dr. and
your borne and life demonic powerADDITIONAL
SCRIPTURAL
•
notes at a time, you may sit in the Mrs.. Edwip Larson,_ is now at Lowry
oyes that are out to destroy you., REEE-RENC-ESt REVELATION
ssiiiregatiOrt and .listen to others use Air Force Base-, Denver, Cola.,-for
---The makers-of the above things cannot - -GALATIANS- 5-:m2r, ISAIAH-47:17-1-4;
their God-given talents.
special schooling in air intelligence
even explain the power behind the AND DEUTERONOMY A:10-12.
APPLY IN PERSON: Minister of specialist's training.
- operation of it.
Jerry Hendley
Music's office or at the announced
Deaths reported include Mrs. Luther
The reasen the wOrld is In'the shape it
SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY racketeering...Currently, in its uniform
1810 Sherrie Lane
age group Robertson, Frank McDaniel, age 62,*
your
for
time
rehearsal
people
and
is
in
today
is
because
many
'
(ILL.)"...Last year alone, the total crime reports,the Federal Government
Murray,Ky.
choir.-and Mrs. Claude Hale,age 80. da-trot'believe that the
property loss from deliberately set fires appears to ,view arson as a low-priority
Charles Ross of the Kentucky Heart
- Bible is truly the Ward of God.
was an estimated $2 billion, almost crime, reportedly in the same category • Wayne also has come up with an idea Association spoke at the meeting of the
Therefore, they do not accept the fact
double the amount the previous as vagrancy, loitering, and gambling.
which has a lot of the folks at the church. Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
that the devil or demons exist. The
year.. Much of this loss is the thought to As a result, Federal funds designated
He is organizing a bell-ringing Sigma Phi sorority held at the Ellis
excited.
Bible clearly states-their existence. If
result
from arson-for-profit, the in- for crime prevention are allocated
Yea, though I walk through the valley
program.Preliminary plans call for the Center. The sorority will sponsor the
there were no such thing then why -of the
burning of structures for the away from arson.
tentional
shadow of death, I will fear no
involvement of four or five different Heart Drive in Murray in February.
"I fully support the proposal of my
would Jesus give his disciples power
filing a fraudulent insurance
purpose
of
evil: for thou art 'ivith me. — Psalm
choirs, including people of all ages in
distinguished colleague from Ohio,
Sgt. Charles Hargis of the Kentucky
over them? He told them to go out in His
claim.
23:4.
the church, using the bells, starting State Police spoke at the meeting of the
name and to cast out devils Mark
"There exists convincing evidence Senator Glenn, to reclassify arson.as a
God is always close at hand, even in
with 5th and 6th graders on up through Kirksey School Parent-Teacher
16:1'h
the provisions of a Federal part I offense in the FBI Uniform Crime
that
our darkestdays.
.„
• the-adults.
Association. He said "courtesy,
In -Acts the 19th- and 20th chapters,'
Program, ..the Urban Property Rein- Reports..."
All sizes of bells are used, each giving caution, and common sense are the
Paul spent three years at one time in
surance Act of 1968, may be subtly
off,one note, and they're rung as the three C's of safe driving."
CRUMP'S GRASS
. Ephesus teaching'and preaching in the
encouraging or at least facilitating this
notes they give off come up in the
ROOTS COMMENT
. _
name of Jesus, healing the sick and
form of criminal property destruction. _
number being presented. It takes a
As industry moves to the small towns
casting out devils. The people brought
. "The act was passed in the wake of
This is the Age of Debt. He or she who
of alert folks wIth keen ears and
bunch
out .all their Satanic, occult books and doesri't owe money ts'a sort.of pariah,a•
the,1960's when owners of, and suburbs the arson-for-profit
riots
of
the
Southern Bell Telephone Company
'quick reflexes to ring them musically,
burned-them.-We invite trouble into our provident stinker, a dirty dog of a saver
high-rish inner-city property found it racketeers follow. These fires'continue
whirl.
awarded a contract for the conit
a
has
to
give
going
church
is
the
but
home when we bring these things in.
increasingly difficult to obtain basic to be reported as "cause of fire
who doesn't want our nations
To equip such a choir with all the struction of two new buildings on a
If there is such . a thing as people prosperity to mushroom—one who
property insurance. To cope with this unknown," and firefighting-continues to
needed costs several thousands of large lot at North Seventh and Olive
bells
becoming demon pos§essed, then there doesn't want to join the rest of us out
problem, the 1968 law required private be the most dangerous occupation'
dollars, $5,300 to be exact, but Wayne Streets. The dial telephone system is
has to be a way to get that way. We there on that thin limb.
companies in participating States to
Set for operation in 1958.
join special risk-sharing pools as a
Holmes Ellis and Dr. William Read
By SY RAMSEY
condition of receiving Federal reinWriter
of
the
the
meeting
were speakers at
Associated Press
surance against riot-related losses.
Murray Lions Club held at the Murray
"These State-run pools known as Fair
Woman's Club House.
4fair
access _ to _ *-insurance
4. Deaths Tepqrted include Mrs.
requirements) plans are statutory
85.
age
Tidwell,
Armelda
required to provide coverage for almost
By The Associated Press .
In High school basketball games
any property owner — even a known
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 29, the 333rd
Almo beat Kirksey, New Concord beat
arson racketeer— who cannot obtain it
day of 1977. There are 32 days left in the
Fulton County, South' Marshall beat
in the voluntary market. Currently,
year.
.
Hazel, .and Farmington beat Lynn
Fair pools in most States suffer
Today's highlight in history:
Grove. High scorers were: Lamb for
Ahn0-22; Key for Kirkëëc- trenteadatio-losses_each
- Otr this date Tri -1760, the- Yeeikb
eventually fall uponyear—los.whic the general
surrendered Detroitta-the British at the
New Concord 18; Terrett for Fulton M;
public through higher rents and higher
Raspend of the French and Indian War.
26;
Marshall
South
Mathis
for
legislators.
There
are
seven
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — An atorient new
The outcome is uncertain except that
Insurance premiums...
On this date:
berry for Hazel 20; Smith for Fartempt will be made at this weekend's a governor's favorites, especially inIn -the 38-member SEhate and 26 in the
"At my request, the General
Grove
39.
Lynn
for
In 1899, the United States Switzerland
Warren
35;
mington
although
pre-legislative conference to
rest - Cumbents, usually have the advantage.
House,
four
are
100-member
Accounting Office and members of my
Patsy
France recognized the Republic of
girl,
include
a
reported
and
Births
two Senate- leadership posts from Gov.
former representatives.
The dissidents' theme is that it is
staff begun a special audit of this
Burkeen
on
B.
Mrs.
J.
Brazil.
Mr.
and
to
Jo,
days
will
be
Julian Carroll's control.
first
.two
devoted
dominate
The
unhealthy for a governor to
program which should provide the
In 1922, archaeologists announced
November 26,
And one new item is on the agenda: a the General Assembly so much.
mainly to information with a
basis for legislative improvements to
they
had found fabulous treasure in the
luncheon for Kentucky's congressional
Commission
Research
struggle
revolves
Legislative
The gist of the
the original act...
tomb of King Tutankhamen in Egypt.
delegation.
meeting Friday afternoon.
argund the power and prestige of both
"Unfortunately, there are serious
In 1945, the monarchy was abolished
Up to now, the Washington group has posts, particularly their connection
Saturday also will feature a meeting
problems with the enforcement of the
Artificial
The
Marshall-Calloway
in Yugoslalvia.
not been irrvited to speak to legislators with control of legislation during an
of the Interim Committee on
laws
against
arson
and arson-related
Breeding Cooperative met at Hardin on
In 1963, a commission was named
• or participate in important state issues. assembly session.
Appropriations and Revenue, which
26
for
an
organizational
November
under Chief Justice Earl Warren to
The election of state House and
Perry's efforts go beyond the
will discuss budgetary issues for 1978.
meeting with seventy-five dairymen
investigate the assassination of
Miiiray Ledger & Times
Senate leaders in both parties will take Democrats because the post of
present.
President John Kennedy.
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Deaths reported include Albert
In 1973, more than 100 persons
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
caucuses. It will be made official just by both parties.
Editor . .
....... . R Gene McCutcheon
73.
age
Jones,
perished
in a department store fire in
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WRITE
A
LETTER
- before the 1978 Legislature session
The invitation to congressmen is
The Murray Ledger & Times is published,
'Jerry Williams, Betty Lou Beach, Jo
Kumamoto,Japan.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, ChristLetters to the editor are welcomed
begins Jan. 3.
expected to yield several appearances.
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Anne St. John, Ronald Churchill, Jr.,
In 1974, one of the world's richest
and encouraged. All letters must be
The luncheon for the congressional Sens. Wendell Ford and Walter 'Dee"
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
Maurice
Crass,
Jr.,
Joe
Blalock,
Murray, Ky. 4W1 1. Second Class Postage Paid at 'men, oilman H.L. Hunt, died in Dallas
signed by the writer and the writer's
delegation will be held Saturday. The Huddleston reported plan to attended,
.Murray,Ky. 42071.
Thomas Edd Adams, Tommy Parker,
at the age of 85.
address and phone number must be
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pre-legislative events will end with a along with Reps. Ron Mazzoli of
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Don
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McDougal
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Best way to energy-saving wall insulation

:e

'S
ti.

HOUSE

rei Awe change is higher
than ,say other conventional
skiing material, it has to be
installed more carefully. and
like most plastics, is
susceptible to brittleness in
cold_terpmtures,and after
prolonged exposure to sun-

Energy is fast becoming a
in the wall .:avity, which rescarce- And -expensive reduces their insulating value.
source. And people are beFinally i this method
coming more and more aware
doesn't insulate the entire
of the need to conserve.
wall since there is no insulaBut perhaps one of the
tion over the studs.
largest areas ofenergy waste
• The other alternative is to
4. is being ignored. The'v.alls of
apply an insulating layer to
.- moat private homes nava-fit-- -iiresartaiste-of-velionse-,--thery-tic or no inatilation, even -coveLiratiLsAllpg,
though they represent an op:
—nut what materials should
portunity for significant enbe used for the job?
ergy savings.
• First off, standard insulaCertainly, a wall is one of
tion. such as fiberglass batting. won't work because of
the more .difficult iireas in
--yotir
r
home to instilate-.-ft ix --spirce-thstriations.- if •
elatively_r3c1 1,041d irts.121,„
applied to th,e wall-then
compressed by the siding, it
;jun in the attic., or beneath
tht^ hunse-in-Itte--craveVaCe -tints nearty all criTsinsula:
Qr kitseMe.01. You Cara take _tion
almaimp--the same approach -with a
moisture. •-•
Many contractors are turnThere are two ways to in- _ 'ine_to an insulation...board:4
- s ate
- a wall. One-is:tri:go
-it
one-fornyor_ ;Mother.'
insulation into.the wall cav- These Materials, usually
ity. But this qteanS drilling
one-half inch thick or
holes through the outside
greater. provide the same inwall of your home, which
sulation value as a much
later must be patched to
thicker layer of standard inmatch the exterior finish.
sulation, depending bn the
Also, the insulation often
composition of the board.
doesn't fill the wall comA in e w aluminum foilpletely, because of obstruccovered insulating board sold
tions in the internal
by Reynolds .Metals Comframework. Anti many inINSULATING YOUR WALLS is an important energy
pany,called Climate Guard,
saving project. Accomplishing this with insulating
• sulating materials will settle
can reduce heat loss through
board and siding has many advantages over haying
insulation Mown into the walls.
7
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5-A one-car garage that By ANDY LANG
signs, these are the subjects
would allow an extra room in
AP Newskatures
__which seem to come up the
the
house
or
a
two-car
garage
If you were having a. house
most. People are constantly
6- 4/pe.lai,tlir00614-14,4111.Alik•••••••••••••alkingiehethee eeitain change,Walt. to order. which would beter
bedroom
and
one
outside
it
4:dft
----j-wilt be practical in the Jesiglif .
your preference in each Of the
or
outside it'
- - -as presented. Most of the time
following cases'
7-If
you
intended
to
have
1-Three bedrooms of about
Regardless, the first thing
they are, although in some
both
an
attic
and
a
basement
ui
to do when choosing-siding is the same size or one large bedyour
new
house
and
the
builder
cost OfsUCO
to ignore the rumors you've room and two small ones?
chnS
ctIli
hariona
lUto
t lil
t;.
agreed to tate one of them .
2-A laundry room nextto
above 10 questions relate to
heard.
without
extra
charge,
which
Igkiects
which wan to cause
- - Many-'people thisk-rthat the kitchen or such .a room in
would you serect? ,
...the most concern without any .
_ metal sidingwillattract light- the bedroom wing, assuming
liGiven
a
choice
between
a
appreciable cost differences.
nin , for example. Not true. that the house had no basein the liviN room or,,,
Itis.one of the curious'things
4-- fireplace
g hat•-tin preference- ment?'
flif
onetri
family
room,
ifiiire
3-If the overall square footthat people are constantly asklot. my raaiterial- The deter-_ age permitted only
!amity 7 --would -You want 47 ------- ------7-7ing -for innovations in' housing,mining factor is height.
9-A traditional or contemporoom or only a dining
but seldom choose them when •
The tallest object in an area which would you want? room,
it comes down to building- for
n7oreiori
xtr derscijgom
ry ester
_An
raw_
will attract lightning, regard,a_vm, _ :themselves. Most house designs
t-Would, you rather have a _
less of composition. -If this. lank living sociiii and a small
have their own styling and _
patio?
rear
enclosed
pletely
wereft't the case.'lightning dining room or a medium living
readers either select them or
'Why these questions? Be. would never strike trees.
room and 'a medium dining
years in weekly .' ignore them, but in a few inthe
over
cause,
Another false rumor about room?
s
stances over the years, the arcolumns about new house de'Metal siding concerns TV
have provided choices.
.and radio reception, probaA
house
is given two exteriors,
bly started when someone
one traditional and one contemnoticed their car radio fading
porary. The interior in each is
when passing over,a bridge
identical. In nearly all cases,
with a metal framework. -Acthe readers choose the triedcording to independent
and-true traditional designs.
laboratory experiments,
The same thing occurs when an
metal siding causes less,TV
architect introduces something
burn to death. Tests show that
By ANDY LANG
interference than leaves on
new on the inside of the house.
smoke and other lethal ases
„AP
Newsfeature;
--suivounding trees.
'
are eweted in laUutlet___ • •,•Ingarlably, ptN5ple will write in
a
recently
.ratirad•-;- .1inerterencs
id
ThCy lilte-the.tattie'btit
—
•
wouldlike to -re. to dangeroak
a function. of mass-, and Ws'- ,- .wonder-whether the builder will
.-ffeat deteca
tassiwoodfloor, but
ridleirkiUs to compare'the
charge more if they-skip the inless effective than
uninsulated walls by as much
only around the rug; in other tors are
vidual product, it carries a
amount of aluminum or steel
novation and utilise something
smoke detectors in life-saving
as 59 per cent, depending
words,
qki,
the
40
part
that capabilities.
limited warranty up to
more conventional.
used in a siding job with the
upon the type of siding hi-- /ears
.
shows.
-1
1114e
never
done
this
; Specimen warranty
Let's hear from you. And in
thousands of tons of steel
stalled over it. And since the certificates are available
kind of work befored would
answering the above questions,
. • like your‘adviee-arto
_aeeded.to build a bridge_
meney-by
to-savt---boarctislightwirght-and-easy
theltind
thibligh individual deatert: •
--beSonia('Win:in:niers should
In choosing a siding mateof sandpaper to use. I don't
choosing and installing in-- to apply,labor costs are low.
Also,the siding will not red
be predicated on what your
rial._
also
thinkin
terms
of
in
detailed
yourself
want
to
is
use
sulation
a
power
sander,
Which brings you to the
rust, an important consideraselections would belt you acMaintenance sayings—it will
"Saving
just
booklet,
a
Lang's
piece
Andy
of t sandpaper
qgxt decision—_.hat should
tin in many areas: find
tually were having a house
make aliTidifft-fence in your
around a wooden block.
Money by Insulating," availbuilt. We'll let you know what
- soffits. -shutters -and downbudget. Aluminum siding is,
and
a
cents
A.
35
sending
-71tou
don't,
able
by
say
how
with? Of all the available
we find out..
spouts -made of aluininum
the easiest to maintain.
long,STAMPED,seU-addressed
much
of
the
floor
showing,
(Home handymen and women
types of siding, aluminum
can becolor coordinSted to
And when you remember
P.O.
Know-How,
to
envelope
bUt
if
there
is
very
much
of it,
will find much valuable inforsiding is the most preferred
add character to a home.
Huntington, N.Y.
that most-houses have tote
yow have scheduled quite a- job
477,
Box
mation in Andy Lang's handmaterial, at least judging
Steel siding, slightly more
for yourself. Sanding by. hand
repainted every five years,
11743. Questions of general inbook, "Practical Home Refrom historical sales.
expensive than aluminum, is
can be tedious if the objective
terest will be answered in this
• the longer your siding job
UPPER LEVEL PL1
pairs," available by ..sending
It, has been on the market
also available in a wide-range • - remains intact, the More
is to remove some Or all of the
column, but individual replies
Dii0NC OfiCi.
91.50 to this newspaper at Box
for almost 40 years and co
of colors and styles. Because
cannot be undertaken.)
old finish, but it certainly can
money you save. That's
5, Teaneck, N.J. Medi
ers more than 10 million_
of ..k.s. j:Kayier _weight, sleet
be done. Use a heavy grade of.
s•ornethingraost people don't
houaes 10-411e thifid
--- --gtarea.
ts-more fbr install-&
DPDer
firscitatuftng,
feft&••cf.if
I oday, six bibles'as much
ii-On. The main drawback to
Medium for the second and a
Assuming professional
aluminum siding is sad as
steel is its susceptibility to
painting on itliv.e. year cycle. fine for the third. You can skip_
----- COMpared TO- any other matethelnaVyPiMer if there-is very
red rust.
in most cases insulated
rial.
little finish to remove. Once
- Vinyl illastic siding isosed.,„ . aluminum bid' min,pay_int
- Aturninum is-the lighiestof
for eon-Yentiorraf -residing - __, ascii- in los that
-i--gy- yea6 istliflId with--the reettli-of the-wipe with turpentine
- any of the metal siding mate-, 'work, bur in some cases. its
throligh savings in matnte- sanding;
to remove all traces of grit.
- _application overaalastic foam
rials,
which
Ninting
:4nri energy
_mama:
Males
_easier
to_
.
i
t
r.t46
.to.-"be-ttottbly' Wire;-_-gn
install:cutting-labor costs. lt
InauTalti
-W" k'nw--:ii.--121.1.- 7
i'- over tbe Tiotif-With a vacuum
ited. Traditionally it's only
comes in a wide range of colyour walls with siding. Ifcan
III I AIM Ili
cleaner. • Alter that, -refinish
been as
in white and ors and styles, and reduces
6e a!Way to cut increasingly
with varnish or shellac if you
:
:
s11
1 aPir
tri
e:1
:(41tith
P
nE
Pastel
limited
colors,
and
in
Maintenance
bY'eliniinating
.SZLER.
expensive fuel bills—and
.
want a glossy finish, with a
styles.
the need for constant repaint._
through ma' eil-afte4 ,S•ty- penetrating sealer if you want
Since vinyl s expansion
ings can ma e life a .lot a non-gins-tau:face. •
FIBER GLASS
contraction raliii-undel ternepending on. the indil
e'r•ief
Q.-I am thinking about getting one or more-smoke_detectors for my home, but I am a
NO vola unit
'
bit leery about all the sales
IttPLACtrAINT
'pitches for them. Since It is the
in a big container. When it
flames that do all the damage,
alone.
GUARANTEE, By vrvim BROWN
came time to pay the bills, one
why don't they sell flame detecThis "agency" dispatches a
how .41. _,Nitevrafeaturtaes run a
th
girl played ;11
, e clig_ger. and
pair4_,I bouse cleaners, one ani-e. tors?
3 Ft. to 30 Ft.
Making a family game of
cheCk writer, and the other enmat and one Margin. Betsy had
A. - Three-fourths of all.
PAT 10
Your Sell-Service
See
Dec.
••••4
1,
chores and teaching youngsters
„._..
ik
,.•e
...r.r.(cs
tered it in the checkbook. A
played the animal parts: she
home fires start slowly, with
costs
tr
1-siffeltirtrand ImbIrkirintirniZtfJ
lai-o•-••••••••••-••••••••
house can- an uncomplicated
cr
e addressed
signed the cheP
under beds to retrieve socks,
before there are any visible
LAUNDIZT
procedure that provides reand stamped the envelope and
.-•.••••c•
papers and Slippers strewn by
flames. Also, the large major1-7
entire
wards
family.
for
the
inserted the check plus any 0thity of fire deaths in the home
a puppy.
FAMILY
"•••••••c•
Youngsters can learn about
er required matter.
--- When Jenny was 11, -she beare caused by smoke inconservation and energy in the
"It's a great way for children
came too sophisticated to play
halation. Very few persons
way it hits home - dad's pockto get an idea of how much evI'Let's Pretend." Noy/ at. 15,
etbook.
- • - --- erything - costs. For example,- She-hat rok on the "The WCPeggy
and
Bill
Houlton
of
S.0 CAA
when we got to the light bill
tore," a TV soap opera - so
CAQ ACE
New York say they have had a
Betsy realized she hadn't really
Betsy and her mother contin2d 0.20 4*
lot of fun themselves as the
known that every time we
ued the chore games together
years have gone by, playing
turned on the dishwasher or
and still give them a new twist.
various chore games with their
switched on a light we had to
When the family cleans totwo
girls.
pay a company.
laigy
gether - daddy Bill does the
Balancing bank statements
big chores, Such as floors, and
-How can they possibly tell
was a- frustrating chore for the
when we turned on a light7^- rug shampooing—other weekLOWER LEVEL PLAN'
busy Houltons - and one day
ly chores are distributed.
the youngster asked incredMrs. Houlton bought an in"We would have to pay some
THIS HIGH RANCH design, sometimes called "split foyer," is
ulously.
expensive
calculator
and it
one to clean the house, so why
ideally suited for a lot that slopes down toward the rear and also
Her mother guided her to-the
gave
her
an
idea:
Why
not
get
not pay ourselves? It was an
inclines toward the garage side. Herman H. York's Plan
electricity meter and was surthe girls into the bank act' It
HA1015Y places the family room, garage and laundry within the
idea and we began paying $2.50
prised
to
learn
that
she
actualwas
so
much
fun
that the then
perimeter of the main bouse. The tipper level has 1,295 square
an hour for each worker into a
ly thought the lights came free
6-year-old Betsy, and Jenny,
feet of habitable space, and the lower level totals 797 square
glass jar each. week. •
with
the
house,"
she
said.
then 9, looked forward to the
feet,excluding the garage. To obtain more information, write to
"With- -the money accumuAs
a
result
daughter
bank statement in the mail.
Betsythe architect-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelopelated we go on a family vacanow
when
12,
off
turns
lights
Either Betsy or Jenny would
at' nfi 7th St., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
tion to a favorite vacation
she leaves a room, and has
Mrs;Heidten_said, . -become bank manager each
come more aware of con-month by working the calcuThe Houltons have a houseserving energy.
lator. The others worked as
keeping chart which it used to
Awareness can come when
bank teller, ascountant and
check off and rotate the weekly
clothing
telephone
bills,
bills,
auditor.
chofe assignments for their
and all the others are encotirt- - New York brownstone. Peggy
The teller pulled a check out
tered
by
the
youngsters.
And
of the envelope and the accounmay take the first and second
they may be sympathetic even
stairway; Betsy, the third floor
tant would call out that she had
and
when
you
balance
the
books.
found the item on the bank
bath; Jenny, the parlor. Or
statement and mark it off. The
Another of the Houltons' there might be an assignment
auditor would find a stub and
games - a make-believe emto clean one-half of the kitchen
check it off. Deposits and
ployment agency - also was . or dining area thoroughly. -denosi,t-Slips were checked.
founded when Betsy was_six. It. ..--Tbachart-teplaced-wlieril-ev- S. 2nd at Main .753-.5334
Another game involved paywas based on her "Make ,Preeryone will see it - on the reing bills. All elf'IJMS were put
tend" games which she played
frigerator.
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Attic insulation-the single most
cost-effective way.ofconserving

$75
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How much is enough?

Metal Feeder
Racks, For Large
Round Hay Rails

"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood burning fireplace for every budget.

Also we carry
a full
of:
-Ben Franklin fireplaces
r Automatic Wood Heaters
r Wood & Coal Stoves
'
r Plus many Hearth accessories,
related gift items.

glass

screens &

Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all Items and lank financing
available.
Olympic,Plaza, Murray,Ky.
753-4150
8.1,-9•••••ixtwwww wwprr

—w•wr,
4!.

The real impact of the energy crunch is - felt acutely
each month when high-heating and cooling bills.arrive in
the mail.
While there are a number
of short-term methods which
can help to Conserve some
energy, there's one sure-fire
way to help significantly reduce the amount of fuel your
home uses fok. Ireating and
cooling—even up to 30%.
All you have to do is insulate the attjc floor properly.
"Attic insulation is the
single most cost-effective
conservation method we
know of around the house.''
insulation(11-38)10 the attic
reports Joseph F.Kimpflen, • "ADD 12,11N1:111ES
residential energy expert for
floor to maximize heating and cooling energy Fna i
the CertainTeed Home Instinote the energy expril= at CertainTeed (:orporation.
tute. "Fiber glass attic insuInstall the first layer'orsix-inch thuds fiber glass insulalation will help to pay for ittion baits between th*. joists on the attic floor. Add
self from the day you install
another six inches afro.. the joists.
it and -its cost is usually returned-1-o you irbitclef flitee
determine Wit Muer
fiber glass iistitation 12'11i
years.
you should have, and how to
on the attic floor. ‘I'
•'Neturally if you live in
achieve the recommended
Kimpflen says.
severe weather areas or if
levels, depending:on,..wherc
.utility rates continue to rise,
"In fact, in most ,ac.,
you live and what your curthe insulation will.pay for itthe country right now .
for
rent utility rates are
,!'v
self more quickly.
ches M-351 is econiem,
• a cimy of "Insulating for
How much insplation is
justified and strongl‘
.Maximum Econolnic Reenough? "According to the
bmmended. By nest
turn." les.free from the terNational Bureau of Staneven more- would be
• sainTeect fl8tne -Institute.
-dards. all homes should have
ranted if utility rates
P.O.- Box 860-M. Valley
pf
'•
Fora. Pa.;0482.,
.A 19 clintb."

Be Sure To Stop By and See Our New

Kitchen Displays
Featuring the following lines of appliances
•Sub-Zero fluilt-In Refrigerators & Freezers
'Kitchen-Aid LW's-Compactors-Disposers Mixers
•Thermador-Buitt-in Ovens Cook
Tops-Micro Wave Oven

'Scotsman lcernakers
•Elkay S. S. Sinks
•Grill
•Tredewind Hoods & Ventilators Can

*Ronson-Built-In Mixers

Openers-roasters
'Gamble-Chopping Blocks

Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities by...
•Coppes-Nappance-In Oak, Maple & Cherry

'Quaker Maid

*EASY CREDIT
TERMS
*FREE DELIVERY
*BUY TODAY

WE
SERVICE
WHAT
WESELL

f1
MURRAY. KENTIICKY

`Merillat

I- a
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Racers'Open With 78-74 Win
Ove_r_Surpriting Pine Bluff
en4+v4 aumateivha4
.._
.r
-'_deYr- =es/t_gitt__xtaw_ey
r4'Alotise'witlrPineBluff.

TIMES)

Before

gam dunk

play

ptne-tektfl is aft tedepeadeit--- Referee doing

that, the •

=gone in -bat the offieiabs rtded theihot-and -first-year coach Steve Racers will host Bethel
College Wednesday then take
What grows on top of bluffs?. the game,the Racers were off
no good because Wilson hung Smith feels his club has a lot of
The answer: pine trees. What and running with 134 lead. Al an the rim.
potential. A former coach at to the road Saturday for a
111 grows on pine trees? The one point in the half..ths Racer - -_,-. muff finished the game as Louisville Shawnee and - for ' game at Birmingham against
answer: needles.
feed was 38-24 but al halftrrhe-- -:
'
i.ne
- leading Racer scorer as he four years an assistant under Samford University.
.
-Pine ittuff,--a—nehool- -with-- Murray. had to settle-tac---a-- hit far -It -points and' mine--eritY Mfettii—ett Okiliimiteartansas-PintrIlieff •
fg-fga ft-/ta-tb"
enrollment and a branch- nine-point'lead at 4344 and-it_ - rebounds
.4500while
Wilson, State, Smith said he came in Kenneth Coale
1-4 1-2 4 4 3
-----of the-University of-Aritansaa, remained dose down--to- me- playa:1g better than he cm at and_dits housecleaning job at Carlos Giffaer-13-15" 4
11
Thomas
1
/
-4 _2_1_ 0
CaUpelp_MUITLIY Stateldanday wire.
any time last season, carded the eche&
Victor Lark
10-14 4-6 3 4- 24
One of the problems the
night to open the basketball
By ERIC PREW1TT
'This bunch has a lot of Danny Walker .. 012 0-0
0 12
18 points and 10 rebounds.
week," said Madden, who completing 18 including a 29wrence Quinn
4-8 2-2 6 3 10
both
Racers had in the opening half
AP Sports Writer
Warren, hitting eight of 12 chafacter. They are a great
for
teams.
watched Stabler closely in yard, second period touchRaymond Sanders.6-9 -1-2- 1 0 13"
due.
'
--B°1111 lrontitreFfleld, had 18-points—heeell-ef-itide anti4hrt-*Pe Ketlitoolm . 7=1"41-11:17" 2"0 2
th4-1"11-th
2
t
'
Maas
garhe-wsrinaps before--down-toratolofurr
-,-GAKLAND-tit
-trnbrougl
1-3 0-0 1 3 2
-Murray
to 'Oakland quarterback Ken
_ as Curtis Shorter
young. I really feel were
'
'
s. 13 points
. . but fortunately, starting guards,Bobo Jackann
Randall
nd
ded
. . State
a
willacille
eiR
gh
atn
a
ud
yar
settling on him as the starter. but gamedy 65 yards
only
Larry Rouse
- 0-1 0-0 3 8 0
Warren,
had
Uree
foukt
in
were
not
and
they
fatal
as
Stabler, there was more
the
even
better
. At the same time last rushing.
good or maybe
Totals
32-70 6-12 39 23 74
.
Racers managed to hang on the firsi half as did forward
drama than anyone could
Murray Mete
Pine Bluff was led by 6-3 than Oklahoma State," said
season, when the Raiders
Bob Chandler caught nine of
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf
a 74-70 win as a crowd of - Johrune Third/tillexpect from a, late-season
' freshman guard, Victor Lark Smith, whose team will play
already had clinched a Ferguson's passes for 120 for
7-15
5-6 9 2 19.
Mike Muff
Overton was running people
game between the Super Bowl
Johnny Thirdkill . 2-4 ' 2-4 2 1 6
who was quite impressive in eight consecutive games on
division title, Stabler no doubt yards, working mostly against 5500 discovered there is a
6-9 10 0 18
Dwinell Wilson 6-12
out of the game like a his 34-point
called Pine Bluff.
place
and
- champion Raiders and lowly
in
returning
road
before
the
effort.
would have taken a night off. cornerback Neal Colzie who
0-0 0 4 16
Jimmy Warren 8-12
Buffalo Bills.' home.
0-0 4 4 2
But they're running secork.to .was filling in for . injured . "You luibw, a 1t of people' Chinese • firedrill during the
Bobo Jackson . . 1-1
1-3 8 3 13
John
Randall
.
.
6-16
half.
first
"He's a tough guy," Coach
. think just because they see
"You're welcome to come
Denver in the AFC West now .regular Skip Thomas.
Lenny Barber . 04 04 1 2 0
'I've -never had-a team with
John Madden said in a terse
back here and play a few
2-3 4 0 4 -Danny Jarrett. . 1-4
and, despite making their
was "Pine Bluff'or 'Bethel.College'
"We
Colzie
Telt
Lowry.
.
. 0-1
0-0 0 0 0
appraisal of the left-hander
years from now. We don't David
record 9-2 Monday night it's vulnerable and we tested htm. on a uniform you can win by 40 this much depth," Overton ,
3145 16-25 43 18 78
Totals
who operated on one sore knee
very likely the Raiders will be It worked, and that was the points," MSU coach Fred
said.
`
want to play you next year Pine Bluff
34 40-74
.3k7
-713-=.--.- - but-didn
'
tshow it-Prising lax --_geint_intwtheplayoffs-as the---only. , tbjng itiot -_rlid;&---§eid-Overtaft saidi
t= - — - - "in the,Past, ttI tug-l-tO gQ ti)
with what 7i:e!- have coming Murray State ,
,Note.Rebuitutildliare,
Ai&:.ThihLtwas
direir*odclidowmi-lv--Mmtriar
fee
vertainif
-refpiketi
--"Mti
rebounds"
Sins ftinki.7
-;.--Tittliat#,
E
Att.&
etherk
"
Se
eitlit
'
s'39-13- Odkialicrtleteri
team . in gational Ili:ell
reckceA _ kbolar- of-being-way in front or way
to Pipe Bluff,"-OKerton
Stabler „played_ only three 3krt
.
won't
say
We
have
a
behind.
I
-The knee hurt the whole
joked with Smith over coffee
League history.
periods of the game, leaving ships, there are a lot-of good
.game, but I expected that. It
lot of talented players but
When Stabler trotted onto when the score had reached ballplayers hunting a place to
in the press room after the
wa,s like a headache, it just, the field for the first time, the 34-13.
play and Pine Bluff certainty' what they've got, they have a
game.
throbbed all the time," said
lot -of,- Overton said.
Oakland fans gree_ted„ him
had some talent. They could
"I got a lot to learn'
about
There- war-a--some rather_
Stabler.'
play wiThey (AyItivre-ohia
with the kind of cheer George
-1118117-179erttarthetr-saiti-of---glorious moments in the
It wasn't certain until. just
Blanda used to hear when he
," Overton
Valley Conferencehis players.
before gametitne that Stabler,
contest. Danny Jarrett had a
was coming on to win games a
said.
"We didn't execute on some
a
fer
- injured eight days earlier in a - few years back.
slam-dunk
three-point
Whether they can play with
fundamentals but we did some
play in the first half and once
A few rniniges later, Stabler
-1-72:7-7-s-S to the San Diego
anybody, in the
won't he
For Your
other things okay.
put
Chargers, would be startingwas on his back. He took a
Pine Bluff does in the opening Period, freshsince
known
Randall at point guard on
By The Associated Press •
"It was up in the air all
man guard David Lowry fired
punishing, head-on shot from
not play any other Valley
defense and went with a oneNorth Carolina, the No. .1
a beautiful pass through the
Bills defensive_ tackle Mike certainly
did
schools.
But
they
guard offense to try and imteam in The A
ciated Press
middle which led to an alleyKadish an instant after
prove our board 'game.
pre-season college basketball play with the Racers and over
oop play and two points for
releasing the ball on a 38-yard
the
final
few
minuted,
it
looked
Randall can defense any 6-3
poll, won and lost Saturday.
ay Tie asse6.044 Press
-back —
—
COMpliatiOutzha_r_z
ar_41.444—
_,4,4
4eppecirun::_..
0ift
thettit.tht-even.pullota_ _. - .4.O,fhn
raiiRan
atod
..41
'
al
4.t
- wo .dunks i in
jonniii.!filoclounu.
guar& and move right with
-lastaisninara,.
C enee-Gavis,-- - - - ----------------'rego
State' MUI— bUt
W 1. T Pct
Pf • Pa
the second half. His most
"There was a mixup in the.
The Racers led by as much
R
1118
249
167
"I felt Warren really helped
dropped
to No. -2 behind
_
when
impressive
one
came
miarrit
8 3 0 727
255 163 blocking On that play. It didn't
the
us late with some key buckets
second-rahlted as nine points early in
N Eng
7 4 0 636
167
224
second half but With just- over ,keeter Wilson- missed a.
o 142
p• _246 iTfePen again," said Raiders pre-seasan team
GET THE SHIFLD
and John had some nice
which
--seven-looter- from the tight
in
212
ensive fackje-Art-shettrthreemintiteveft in the
.
pima.He was always looidng
- trouncecL-Southern Methodist
cnonrawnini
side. Randall flew the air and
"We didn't have to pass too
197
Pine Bluff fought back and
7 4 o 636
223
Pitts "
for the open man. But that
110-86. klstn
,
5 0 -545 -245
175 Oft.021.
tha- leanza---That,
Results-ofThe first reguiat, had the gante tied at 70-70.
slam-tiurat-tiPPed the- -hall-111Skeeter Wilson,'he-svas out of
471e4e
6
0 545
221
191
and scored a trs-te-point- play,6 5 0 .545
178
16-; helped," ,said guard George
Jimmy
guard
cinci
Senior
sight," Overton added.
season votiniebylb nationwide
giving Murray a 56-48 lead
West..
Buehler. •
Warren,
who
came
through
in
"I-think we'll be able to go
111panel
of
sports
writers and
. Deny
10 1 0 909
227
with 11:08 left in the game.
"The Raiders beat US with
f3akld
9 2 0 818
175
the clutch every time he had
281
play
with
Kansas
and
sportscasters
today
•
S Diego
6 5 0 545
167
164 the big play." said defensive Kentucky _2%.first_placer vetes the ball, fired in an l&footer
Only two minutes -before,
Indiana," he concluded.
Stle
3 8 0- 273 "208' 203
Wraps
Up
Win
unbelievable
Warren
Wilson
had
an
K C
2 9 0 182
167
267 end. Sher man_ Whll.e.—_whn____and_.gss_puinta_te-20-first.piaee from the tutsielinu with 2.52NetworLfearkel_Csafameit.
worlsed across from Shell and halms and 969- 00
-ints for left to give the Racers a- T2-70.
teeter. Diviiieen
,
Dallas
lead.
_9 2 0 818
265
157 guard Gene Upshaw and said. North Carolina.
7 4 0 636 ' 238
S Louts
217 -they both played great
Senior Mike Muff then hit
Marquette,.
,,
_
.
_______________
NntreDame
and
.
._
,.,..
___,___.
_.
,
a
_
154._
141.
.
_
6 5. 9_ 545 ,
Wash
NY GIs
1 7 0 36E
131 _ 229 .6...''.•
Nos. 3 and 4, respectively, two free throws for a 74-70 lead
Phila
3 8 0 273
162
160
Stabler completed seven of
each got two-ftrst-place votes. before 6-4 freshman hot-shot
Ceminil Oivisiem
"WM
, 4 •-T37 "160 - ITU 42-PaSSeS-fer 466lardSi with 'Notre 13ame, a 111-62 Winner . guard RaYmeed SeSSISTLIWed
Chego
6 5 0 545
212
234 his touchdown passes going 28
over _Mississippi. _got 756
--..--• _,
Dtrt
6
0 ‘.182
"466- 140
202 anitf-12ya-rds to Cliff Bran& paints
•
Gn
Bay
2 6
9 0
98 " 175
—
while defending NCAA
4
0
11
o
am
-so192 and 44 • to.Fred- - Biletnikoff.
Tliallay
,____„_,
.
4 0_,..
rharripinn fietarcpiattp, _wbich_.

Stabler Passes For Three TD's
As-Raiders Mop-Up-Bills-34-13

r

geihg

Wildcats First In
College Cap Poll

OVC

We

Life
Health
Home
-CAN
Fa?nv
Business

Pro Grid Standings

•

•

Itonnieltass

210 E.Main
Phone 753-0489

f43'yaFd
- .727 - 245
-lirar-i-vait-egliehl
did not play, got 675. The
6 5 0 545
127
in rushing, giving him 1,011 for
voting reversed the rankings
5 5 0 .455
144
1'4
252 the season, led the ground
3 8 0 .273
198
of the two teems in the prePilee4ey'%leash
.
attack, which rolled up 307
season poll.
- -Oakland 34,Buffalo 13
yards, . and Pete Banaszak
—'
San Francisco, which beat 4,
:Chicago al TainpaJ3ay
punched iact the end zone for
'San --Francisco -State - /00157,"
Sew
gland at Atlanta
—
his 50th and 51st career touchLouis at New York Giants'
remained fifth, and UCLA, •
Seattle at Pittsburgh
downs.
which beat Brigham Young75Washington at Buffalo
The Bills, who have lost 0.
Cincinnati at Kansas City
73 and Seattle 107-73 over the
Denver at Houston
J. Simpson to a knee injury
weekend, held onto sixth
-Detroit at Green Bay
and nine of their 11 games this
Philadelphia at Dallas
place. UCLA received the only
San Francisco at Minnesota
year, stayed in the game for a
other first-place vote.
Cleveland at San Diego
while with a one-dimensional
'New York Jiis at New Orleans
Arkansas
was
ranked
Oakland at I.os Angeles, NBC)
offense. Quarterback' Joe
seventh after beating Southwoulay, Dee. S
Ferguson
threw
43
passes, west Missouri State 65-47.
)1altimore at Miami. n, ABC-,
-

/Uinta
SFran
NprIns

0

Cincinnati beat Akron 91-81
and

moved from ninth to
eighth. Louisville advanced to
_No. aalthough it did not play,-'
while Nevada-Las Vegas fell
from No.8 to 10th after edging
- Northwest Louisiana 85-80.
The second 10, in
:
. order,
were:

Purdue, Syracuse,

Michigan,

Maryland,
Alabama, St. John's of New
York, Holy Cross, Wake
Forest, Detroit and Utah.
Utakwas a newcomer to the
poll. The only team to drop out
was Minnesota, which was No.
JO beibre InStng6241 to Stititlf
Carolina.
TR AP TOP moat
ay Me Asseciefell Press
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press College basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, season-record:end tntatigittits.
Points based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9474
1. Kentucky t 291 1-0
2 N. C (20)
1-0
3. N.Dame(21
1-0
1. Marquette(2 0-0
5, San Francisco 1-0
6. UCLA
20
7. ArkansaS
1-0
8 Cincinnati
1-0
9. Inuisville
0-0
10, Nev-Las Vegas,1-0
11 Purdue
1-0
12. Syracuse
1-0
13. Michigan
1-0
14, Maryland
2-0
15. Alabama
0-0
16. SI John's
2-0
17 Holy Cross
0-0
18. Wake Forest 1-0
19 Detroit
0-0
20 Utah
1-0
THREE-POINT- DUNK - Murray's 6-11 center Danny Jarrett
(55) mode this dunk good for a three-point ploy as he was
fouled by 6-8 Thomas Wilson on this play.
(Staff Plostes be lake Illresideol

See Marjorie Major
Troy., consui,..,

FAit LAUDS TRAVEL ACEnCY
TOURS, CRUISES,
MOTE1S, CAR
HOTELS

ALL YOUR TRAVR NEEDS.
No Charge by us.

Price same as clitect.
For Information and
Tr-al/pi -Literature call

753-GOGO(4646)
White Nouse OffWe Budding,
711 Mode Streef

RENTALS,
ef!!!zifigiii*

AT DOVER, TN
Eighth Grade Girls
East Calloway
5 4 4 -15
Dover
' 14 0 10 T-39
East 15i - LaDonna Overbey 11, Key
2, Hooks 2, Gren. Underhill, Hall,
Childress, Kirk, Winchester, Cochran,
Choate, Houghton, Herndon, Houston

and Morgan
Dover 39i

Muff Gees Under-

- - -

utan ligootermilh_32 seconds
left to again make it a two-

988
969 point Murray lead.
756
Then again Warren figured
675
586 in a key play, firing a pass
477
410 inside to 6-8 John Randall who
402 stuffed the ball through the
216
250 basket for a 76-72 lead. Ken248 neth Conley, a 6-4 freshman
220
161 forward, cut the lead to two
134 points with a layup with
nine
108
86 seconds left before Warren hit
on a fasttreak five seconds
64
59 later to seal the victory.
51
"They were great shooters,

Junior High Scores

Milliken 10, Corekavell
0,0frefwg,Bt.
2, Lynn 2, Melton 2 and Harrison 3.

ncq upon a time
,nof ,so
o, -there tiveci
who never
seemed
have any
She
fried to save
but she just
coulani
1-1- by herself.
wa1/4c coini
and fhe
+ha+ site needed
to.
ne nisitt her fairy
niotheP -oaine-(' and is
F
accolnif at 0BANK
he
N-URR-A
opened one up aner -ft-ta+
she..had- ,plenty of I -f6r
arta
enoush left over
,,,buy some-BANK0
F
thing for herself
MURRAY
wants you. to live
ever after_
-and. we'd like. to help.. yoit

great on the boards and they
had
'great
quickness,"
Overton said of Pine Bluff.
"Otirkids learned a lesson
in this one and that's to check
the boards. When they started
back on us and

coming

jumping over our backs, our
kids sort of stood around in
awe. They_put on some periormance.,

"But we came oil and won'
Bikth Groh Boys
East
13 11 9-37 ihr..Agame_
and that's what
Dover
t37) - Dawson 2, Houston - 19, counts. Of course we'd bite to
East (371
Garrison 14, Williams 2, pill, Hendon, beat someone by_40:points
but
Robins. Bobertsdn and Houfishell.
- Dover (64i - D Welker 25, IC Wallace we're just not that gbod of a e
11,
Cunningham
wiliace
7 woti 4„M"'
Wallacesod
.10, B..
C. club The
a.rmins
yet,"opel
OvIert
birulinu
saidies
,
Welker 2. Bath Ow East girls' teen
' -boys team are now 0-1 for the season the game, it, looked as if theand will Dlav -at home.nett Mohday Racers
illiereigeyhtg eat -sort •
UalThtway

Nsa,

+o

The .Encl

.
•

FDIC
.

f

BANK
0F .
'MURRAY
•
MURRAY KENTUCKY-

4
a

1.10.11oah of MarraySoli-tis
•
The Iltorroi
liliirchIng sone
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College Grid Poll

•hel
a
st

3

I
0
24
• 12
10
13

11.1 AP 1011. room
is. Asseamied Noss
The Top Twenty teams in The
Matkaated Press college football poll,
with first-place votes in parentheses.
season records and total points. Points
based on 20- 18- 16 • 11 - 12 - 10 -9 - 8 - 7 - 6 5 - 4 - 3 -2- 1
I. Texas
11-0-0
1,121
Olda Si
10-1-0
940
3. Ala. 1
10.1-0
895
4. Michigan
0-1-0
771
1.41•
esir t Arkansas
1-0
Mt
7. Ky.(1)
1 1-0
527
8.Penn St
1 1-0
167
9. Ohio St.
9-2-0
437
10. Pittsburgh
8-2-1_
299
11. Clemson
8-2-1
199
12. Nebraska
8-3-0
128
13, Washington 7-4-0
124
14. N Carolina 8-2-1
16.S Diego St
10-1-0
Yo_9,2_4_
tie Tex A&M - 74-0
-1,9„-F1eridaSt,- 4-24
S 20. S. Calif.
7-4-0

78
4648
35
31

2
74
tp
IS
6
18
16
2
13
4
0
73
74

Lynn Hits Two

Freshman Laura Lynn Scores 21
As Lady Racers Grab First Win

-Standing On
The Firing Line
'By

Mike Brandon
F delor

New-Sthoet In Town?

. ••

We .will put one simple question to you: against top-flight'"
Division One" comWhen the name Nick Rose is mentioned, petition? Very
little.
what immediately comes to mind?
If the Ohio Valley Conference eliminates
Either you think of track or: Western scholarships for foreign athletes, frankly
I
-4.Ceintieny University., •
- -hOp the OVC folds.
Now,iiVire is Nick-Rose Trim? EifiVarE-----The people
who scream and cry about
-That makes him a foreigner, so we are told.---having -regional
athletes"- don't coach. If
And there is a move underway,and it could Bill Cornell has to find
a good runner in
well be behind closed doors, to ban foreign England or if.Bennie
Purcell has to go to
athletes from the Ohio Valley Conference.
Finland or Norway to .find,a -top•quality.
As far as publicity is concerned, who has tenniSplayerjherrfine.
-'
-. -- given Murray State University the most
They coach, let them make , those
publicity, say within the last few years?
decisions. Pressure applied by the Board of
- Cuthbert Jacobs was in the Olympics. Regents to recruit regional
athletes can only
When Ivory Crocket ran his 9.0 for a world make things worse.
record, Jacobs ran a 9.2 and was second.
If you want regional athletes, then close
- Fred Sowerby is currently regarded as down the doors of half the buildings
on
one of the top quarter-milers in the world.
campus. Cut the faculty immediately VI half
- Dave Warren, last year's freshman and close half of the town down.
athlete of the year at MSUIren the verge of
Sports sells a university. Tell me, who had
being a world-class athlete,
What do those three have in common? the top college debate team last year? What
school has the. best English department, in
They areall."foreign" athlete* ,•..
- Warreyl-Vent last'straigriiiinifig,fbr the the country?- -Now, tell me who is ranted
British National Track -Teen.. With him number one in the'latest f6otball polt, who is
were his Murray State travel bag, his number one in the latest basketball poll and
Murray State jacket, his Murray State tee- name three teams always among the top
contenders for the NCAA baseball title: The
shirt...
Get the picture? As of right now, there are answers: Any sixth grade kid who watches
television can tell you Texas is tops in
probably a hundred good runners in ,
England who would
Tthefr e=toolh
ye
to wc
'
tba4
' Kel*Wk3L-."111--- basketball and
come to Murray State to run track and cross Southern Cal, Arizona State and Arizona are
always among the top three baseball teams.
country. They are more hungry.
Any tennis fans around? Remember Peter
If athletics sell a university, then why
Hay from about five years ago? He was limit the talent to only "regional" by
doing
from Australia. By the way, what about away with foreign athletes? It seems to me
Tom Lie, who won the conference singles as if some people we've had here from New
title last year for Murray State? He's from York several years ago were more foreign
Norway.
than any Englishman rue ever met. When
112simple fact is,at least as far_aS
they are on the track or the. tennis cqUEta.
*cross stimntry and track go, there are no top-Ahoy-Ire-from Murray
-athletes in this area. Sure, every 10 years or.
By recruiting only-regional" athletes,
so, there may be a Mel Purcell within a 250- you will simply do one thing: there will he a
mile range of this school. There may he a 9.8 new school in town: Murray Communit
y
high school sprinter but what can .he do College.

Future Racer Foe, New Orleans,
Pulls Big Oset On Bil,13-69

a.

De an

ti gift of
heath ma

11,

N

20 Visits for
s20
Special Good thru
Dec 16th

United Figure
Salon
Dixieland Center _753411111

By The Associated Press •
New Orleans embarrassed and coasted to a 94-61 conquest nin, cutting the margin to 7370 on a pair of baskets by
of
Mississipp
i State.
, Louisiana State and No. 7
Ervine Terry; but Tennessee
Tennessee
had
to
overcome
Arkansas buried Mississip
,
State Monday night as 'an eight-point deficit in the slowed the pace to win.
Reggie Johnson led the Vols
Southeastern
Conference opening half and withstand a
basketball teams took another late rally to subdue Samford with 22 points and Johnny
Darden ackled 17. Terry led
- drubbin with oril Tennessee 83-79'
Only one game is scheduled the visitors with 20 and Rohbin
registering a victory. .
light; With "Vainderbat Burnbry had 17,
Tin—
The 1-2 record for the night
,entertaini
ng St. John's.
dropped the SEC record
"We made a lot of court
Wayne Cooper scored 22
against outside foes to 3-5 in
the early stages of the season. mistakes," said associate points and Nate Mills and Rico
New Orleans reeled off 11 -.coach Cliff Wettig of Ten- Weaver each added 17 to give
straight points in the closing nessee. "Some of our kids are. New.Orleans its victory. Rudy
minutes and then withstood a trying too hard. They need to Macklin had 20 for LSU, which
Bayou Bengal rally to trim play within their capabilities overcame an eight-point
second half deficit for a twoLSU 73-69 in the first meeting and not go beyond."
point lead
before the
between the two schools.
Wettig
Samford Privateers reeled off 11
said
Arkansas surged to a 28point halftime lead, stretched changed defenses and the Vols straight points to go in front
that to 36 in the second half didn't attack them very .well 72-63 with only 1:58 left in the
and "then, too, we got excited game. •
and took some bad shots."
Coach Fred Crowell of
Ron Brewer's 24 points and
Samford said, "I'm disap- Marvin Delph's 20 sparked
pointed that we didn't win. We Arkansas to its triumph over
built a tremendous momen- the Bulldogs, who got 15 points
111111- In the first -half and - from -Ray White and 12 each
couldn't follow through with from Rickey Brown and Gary
Hooker,
Samford led 30-22 in the
Brewer sank 12 of 15. shots
opening half before the-,..Vols from the field and also had six
rallied for a 38-34 halftime steals in the game played at
edge. Samford made a late Little Rock.

Laura Lyrui was one of the breaks and cuts that helped team game and I was pleased did in our first two games,"
top high schoqi playets,in tke her pick up a lot of her point- with the reduced number of Smith added.
.
turnovers,' Coach Smith said.
"I was also quite pleased
state last --Season as She -- s," ginith' Added.
starred at Paducah Tilghman.
Lynn also hit her only free- - "Our shooting was down in With the turnout we had frun
,
Lynn showed she has ad- throw attempt on the evening the first half, we hit just 17 of the fans," the first-year Racer
justed well to college ball as to finish with 21 points, three 44 and that's only 38 per cent. coach concluded.
she came through with 21 more than center Jackie But I think we have a good,
The Racer women, now 1-2
on the season, will play at
points in a splendid per- Mounts who was also the reason for that.
Vanderbilt Wednesday.
formance- MOndarevening in leading-Rater rebounder
_.'lliarAdds7
T.1intLa fivaa-day
the Sports Arena to lead the nine.
Dyersburg 5540a--7layoff- and we had just one
Ig-tga tt-tta rb pt tp
Murray State women to-a Iltr-4I
Nob y- eine - hit
Ise -1- -1fartictieVbeliar
---04he
romp over Dyersburg State.- figures.thaA4-tarb ir
•__Au-14.AL -IL-- being on Sunday- night'ailF-Itertriett
"1Hitting on 10 of 19 from the
The Racer women took the
.floor, and with most of her lead from the opening minute some.of the girls couldn't get Clymer ..
0-5 0-0
;
tor that because ot the- l'aliafferro
14--n al 10 4 IL
shoEs- coming from the 20-foot and were never threatened, back:
—
--'-=--- -McDonald
0-0 0-0 o 1 'o
weather.
range, Lynn displayed the leading 35-20 at halftime. Then
Totals
19-50 5-9 37 17 41
same beautiful style of play in the second half, using their
Murray Stale
"I felt Mounts had a pretty
tg-tga ft-fta rb pf tp
that made her an -All-Stater speed and board strength, ,.gapd game for us and I was
Maddis
4-7 0-1 0 2 8
last season.
they stretched the lead out to also very impressed with the Inn
10-19 1-1 4 0 21
4-7 0•2 7 3 8
"She gave us a very good over 40 points down the bench play we had from Cindy Barris
ParrIsh
2-3 0-0 7 2 1
performance, especially for a stretch.
9-15 0-0 9 1 18
Brashear, a freshman for- Mounts
Blackburn
1-6
0-0 4 0 2
freshman," Ricer coach Jean
The Racer women had just ward who came in and scored Hughes
1-5 0.0 1 0 2
Smith said.
18 turnovers and finished the seven .points and had six Herndon
14 0-0 3 1 2
Gates
5-7 1-3 it- 0 7
"This is the highest scoring game by hitting on 41 of SI rebounds.
Rrashear
44 1-1 2 0 9
game she has had for us. She from the floor for a .487 clip.
Petrie
.
2-2
0-0 2 0 4
"Defensively, I felt we
....
0-0 0-0 0 1 0
had excellent away-from -the"I thought we had a good played a little better than we Schwartz
Kilgore
0-1 0-0 0 1 0
ball movement and it was her
Schuster
34 0-0 '3 0 Totals
_ALIL__141 _56
erabur4,_ _
__
Murray
or- 35 50-11r
Note Rebound -totals tnetude "team
rebounds"

College Reitittt
11, Th• Asvecarroil
CAST Connecticut 95, New Patti 85
Delaware 59,Franklin & Marshall 58
Providence 84. Stonehill 66
Temple 77, Kings 60

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

Aerranot51.DartmcuithS2.

SOIFIll -Alcorn 109, Dillard 75
Florida St 83, Rollins 59
Furman 121. Wofford 60
New Orleans 73, 151.169
N. Carolina St 98, Georgia So 80
Southern 98, Norfolk St. 92
Tennessee 83„Samford 79
VMI 105. Liberty Bapt. 68
Wake Forest 94, Oregon St. 74
MIDWEST
Air Force 73, No Illinois 57
Bradley 107, Cal St-Hayward 72
Fort Hays St 71, Benedictine 53
... Grand Valley-Stat.)56, MiChig-an 52
Aeixona
•
Indiana St 91. Purdue 63
Iowa 62. Kent,St 61
Kansas 121, Cent Missouri St 65
•
Kansas St 69.5 Dakota 52
•Mulligan St-68.C-ent Michigim 61
5ruutetota 51,E Kentucky 59
.
Missouri81, Midwestern St 73
N Dakota 70, Dubuque 50
Ohio St 81,-Marihali 85
Oklahoma St 93.SW Texas 78
Oral Roberts 58, Middle Tenn. St 55 Quincy 101, St. Xavier 59
S Dakota St 88, Bemidji St 65
Toledo 68. Butler 56
Utahsua,CrSoracto St 66 Wayne Sti9, Mercy 63
Arkansas 94, Miastssippi St 61
Dayton 76.Syracuse 67
Houston 85, Pan American 81
New Mexico5t59..Texas-E1 Paso 52
Texas 4&144 96, Angelo St 63.
TexasTech 103. Oklahoma Bapt 59
Wyoming 73, Mesa 65
111.111111151
Brigham Young 100, Long Beach St 91

C011ie5 trim)Erllf flew
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are

something else They're
rich black Solids are
-completely filleO -Some-say
they look as it they're been
printed Stirlw-yowsell,-.6
obligation Call us

JUMPING JACKIE - Jackie

Mounts (40) of the Lady
it back up for two of her 18
points. She grabbed nine rebounds. Last week in the Tipoff
Tournament at Middle Tennessee, she was named to the All Jo

Racers grabs a rebound and puts

Tournament Team.

4 Wheel Drive Pull
Sponsored

The American Legion

Saturday, Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m.
at the

West Ky. Exposition Center
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky.

Captain D's.
Peel'n Eat

Boiled Shrim

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

All Proceeds will go to the
Legion Baseball
Tickets Available At:
West Ky., Expo. Center,

- •.

Mans-World,
Dennison Hunt
Iran
Admission Adults '4.00, Students 6300, Children (6-12)62"
;five (5) vehicles constitute a Class. Three classes by weight in two (2)
divisions as follows — ;hi open -Class. Winlél take all in 7,000—pOund
maximum class.

Entr Fee— 15.00

ROILED SHRIMP DINNER

'28
'

You get 16 shrimp,
role slaw. french fries, cocktail sauce
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.
-

BOAT W UMW

Admission Adults'V,Students '300, Children (6-12) 0200

You get 16 boiled shrimp. Locktail sauce.
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.„

Captain Ws
seafood

111N

11th

753-9383

SKEETER SIAM, - Donnell -Skeeter"
his 18 points in the Racers' 78-74
Monday in the season opener.

two of

Wilson goes up for
win over Rime Bluff

(Staff Photos hox Mike evonele.,

•

3500 Pounds Under Stock
1st '750
5500 Pounds Under Stock
2nd '50
6500 Pounds Under Stock
3rd '25
3500 Pounds Under Modified
1st-8150.00
5500 Pounds Under Modified
2nd-5100.00
6500 Pounds Under Modified
3rd-650.00
• Weight to,include driver, safety equipment - 200 pound tolerance will, be allowed
#

_
'
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Let's Stay Well

Hy FJL Blasuigame. M.D

CLASSIFIED MIN)
Dolt-Yourself Pregnancy Test

1 a.m. Friday and
companies claims to have withsirawriNg te-helP-her to
Mrs. R. S.- nb'tes that she
Saturday nights only.
e.
andAlweiNIIIIIII-----401-4n1ili*
--ber-wsi--iglent
'
test that is highly accurate
.--- Call 768-4481.
and independence.
longer very close and fail
--..
about 97 percent-) in diagOuntihoe
-wittr
your
about'
many
pertalk
.to
-own--nosing pregnancy after the
COLOR PORTRAITS,
life. Let your daughter
sonal things which were
first 'missed menstrual
know that you are availusually shared for years.
bring us yours for extra
period. The test kit is supable should she need you
ate
erwb
saar. that she
fTee
hetsmsooth
copies. Made from any
posed to be available in
and that you love her but_ .___ size_into any
size.
pharmacies eailY in 1978
rigp
a-Wer right
edf
to
. • -- em,
However, shialbmsrir_
e droeeisec.tno
_e-freedem
her
,o,
it;.
015_
• ......_
WalletS
as 24 cer
rlow
.list
T
and should sett for 'abbot
war-it-To -Irr
8 x 0 2.40. est service.
810.00.
ur
ass
ity
nitaiii
he
rts
o gra_ow autt?n
p
resentment interfere With - s
ic
he
Arteraft,-118

0: Ms. K. a. xinderstands
P4
is available. Howev-

er, she-has no

been able-to
- purchase one from her
pharmacist because he
says that no pregnancy
test is on the mark&
If the test is available,
Srieltatnts ro
-know if it is,
and_if_it is very

- Cicles in Mother
Daughter Relationships
0: Mrs;Elt S. states that

A: A home test for pregnancy was on the market
- several-years-ege-hat--war,
remove. •• ause-irwas
accurate only about half
the time.

-

--4. -aTctaavs-ttadsc
relationship with her teenage daughter, more so
than with her teen-age son,'
until recently. During the

A reliable test for pregnancy has been marketed
in Europe for quite a few
years, but no test is currently available in the
United States.
One- of the major pharmaceutical manufacturing

last two months, her
daughter has been dating a
young man somewhat regularly. Their relationship
appears In be altogether
normal.

_Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
In mus4c..
high
smotei
8 Escaped
er°1" "
;12
1.3 Yoong
horse
11 41,e and
-

. 16 ind,...,st-0s

4 Genus of

-..
-rv urn
b 07-1
desire for a rene*ed Closeness_la4.0xx..-The-selation. .
have
rea
F.'
more to that of one adult to
another.
,

daughter.
The mother. asks Jor
iwico end suggestions,
aboni Raw to cope-rvithAnTs
situation.
A: Remember that nor-

mal mother-daughter relationships run in .cycles
from closeness to indifference, especially during
teen-age years. A courtship may bring a sudden
change. Your daughter is

.

I

EGO mnmma waa
OIRMUld MEW
BraLM3 fati
EMU MEW
EUE/1111 IBLiIJ
NO OM 00
MEE WM a
MUM OEM
000 MIME
EMIDE MUNNE
WWIA MAME MOW
MEM MEE@ E

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

11-18-77

PSC Concludes
Bill Rate,
Hike Hearing -

Answer to Mondays Puzzte

MOU MPOI04 HOD

5 gt
slipc
_
8 Abundance
7 Wander8 Sense
9.1Ilurninated
SilikyvOtln
11 A month
labOr I
7 En 1.51ed

her ulationship with her

FRANKFORT

f

7284.

9

.
1 1 11 20
..
_ i:•:.
• ....

,..-

-94 eitilirireen-"TerreteeLodge, 1505 -Stadium
View--Dr.

--111Inee,
_

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves
and
.haircuts. 209 Waldrop.

WE NEED five people to
work part time for good
money in this area. Call
492-8152, 4-7 Monday
through Friday.

MUSICIANS WANTED.to
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, & MusicMan
Guitars & Amps.Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

NOW?

.-RAVE'YOU EVER 60T TEN
A GOLD STAR ,AARCIE?

-1 GOT-ONE-FOR
SPELLING,ONE
FOR ATTENDANCE
ONE FOR PRINNINE

30'YEARS

-

FROM NOW
WE LL STILL
SE GOOD
FRIENDS

(

THAT'LL BE1
,
THE LONGEST
ENGAGEMENT IN
HISTORY

IRING5 111
•

THERE'S A
GROWL IN
MY MOTOR.
THINK YOU
CAIsLE.14(... _

NOW
WHAT?

4s.aitti4re61
5
14.11111KA

".
210_-••

Monday
through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on TOM Taylor
Road.' Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.

iT

'

WATKINS

FOUND FOUR month old
male kitten-on -8th and
Sycamore. Yellow and
whiter-Wearing- white-flea collar. Call 753-8761.
BtbNDIE
(7AGW000/ Ti-ioSE ARE

LOST WHITE Pointer
bird dog. Female.
'Between - Lynn -throve
and- Coldwater,-Contact
Eddie Workman, 4354301.

NO WONDER

MY 5L-IAC-5451
ZIPPO uc
ON Ti4E
SiDE!

Ao..5
ii 19

LOST - Male greyish
black shaggy dog. Part
Poodle, part Sheepdog.
, Average size. Answers
to name Fred. Reward.
Call 436-5300 or 753-1362.
6. Help Wanted
WANTED-Innovative
self-starter for adaccount
vertising
representative position.
Person hired will be
expected to plan and
organite* advertising
programs. Salary and
fringes including
hospitalization-major
medical, paid vacation,
etc. Interested persons
should send complete
tesume, including salary
expectations, to P.O. Box_
lifttcray,. ,Ky. _
4201.• •
_
.

ialippie,419.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

PAINTED
DESK,
Maternity clothes, size

10, 12 and 14. Baby
furniture and items. Call
753-6583.
•
16 Home Furnishings

GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit Free DataWORM WO/IL1?, 1810
Josephine,
South
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call Mr. James. Collect (303)-778-1026.

ONE 3 PIECE modern
bedroom suite. Call 7536430.

$2 0
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes-.Send a-selt,

COUCH AND CHAIR,
$125. Good condition.
. TOY cdrigerittor.,stavetable with 4 chairs. $30.
Call 753-4368_after 5.

addressed
stem pee
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437,

ONE ELkICTRIC clothes
dryer, $50. One 6 volt
- battery chargee, $5.
Good condition. Call 753-

10.Business Opportunity
LOCAL

business for sale. For
details phone 753-6048.

111231
11111HOUSE OF THOUSANDS

GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free Data-WORM WORLD,,)810

Ngedleart Center, South
16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now, has
Paternayan Tapestry

South
Josephine,
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call, Mr. James.
Collect (303)-778-1026.
LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,
personal and
consolidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.

yarns in stock, also
Paternayan
3
ply
Persian. Materials for
coueted stitch, cross

stitch',
- erewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch ...hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for allur
neecllearts.

WANT TO BUY; 14:-insh
rims for Dodge Dart.
Call 437-4291.

SEWING
MACHINE,
fully guaranteed, full
cash, price 39.50. Write
Martha Hopper;'Route
. __5, .Benton,.. Phone 3548619.
19 Farm Equipment

WANT .TO BUY lot near
Hazel. 1-1% - acres
preferable. Call 901-6420992 ot'436-2124.• .
,

30 FERGUSON tractor
and equipment. Call
after 3 p.m. 4374846.
20 Sports Equipment

G0013.!Arta
thes.-*C4- 01745227

.:-AALDIFISLitudict..piana.
-Call 7584420 after 5 p.m.

14 Want To Buy

sserwhil ••no

711

eey awitneel mtg.

ho finished

190 South 13th St.
Phone 7534914
-r
-A-

Roaches,Slaver Fag.
and Shrubs

t041110n

tit
24.

Miscellaneous

CUSTOM
MADE
----MATTRESS for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and

THIS SPOT that spot, -traffic
paths
too,
rernoved with Blue
Lustre Carpet Shampoo. .
Western Auto, home d
"Wishing 'Well. Gift
Shop".

DRIVER NEEDED
minimum 25 years
. of
age. tall -753:4953 for
interview.

PROFITABLE

sed

NOM
yews Ds wet

CORRELLE
EXPRESSION, 20 piece
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

STUFFERS
AND
MAJLERS URGENTLY
NEEDED! $25.00 per
hundred GUARANTEED.
Send
selfaddressed
stamped
envelope, TIC
ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver, CO. 80221.

5 Lost And found

PRINCE LOTHAR OF
THE SEVEN NATIONS
AND MENG'.

& Pest Contrdl

wire, Paris

evening and night-shift.
Full time LPN 3:3011:30 p.m. Contact Miss
P.0.1-tec, 2477020
.0,

TO ANYONE IN Murray
and surrounding area
who desires to keep
selling • or
buying
Amway products. There
will be dealers in
Murray. Call 753-4450.
FOR

THE PHANTOM

Kelly's Term ile

Warner Or Artesian, $34.95,--C61oric$42.50. Wallin Hard-

-TAIrrratelefititlYs-a
week. Part time LPN,

gal.

,
1

--temmeuEs-----BORG-7-7- •

Apply in PeraatiSonlY
Sammons Bakery
Chestnut St.

- Products. Contect
ni
-OhnatiJonel, 217 South
e • 753-3128.
1

CLOT/4ES TMAT CAME
BACnt FROM TrirE
CLEANERS
ARE IN MY
CLOSET

.SMOKE ALARM, battery
operatedr_by__Witer Pik,
$39.99, Wallin Hard-

HP, $54.95. -Will lin
Hardware. Paris_ _

TIME-SAMER help.

______-_WHAT WE DO best is
care. Neeclline, 753-6333.

BEETLE BAILEY

hispectisiu _
c.wffi.dpp EPA
Avail On* Now Ressits

574,7/
1
4",1% HP,$29.99,
Model 539 ball bearing 2

507N. Ibis
"Murrey, Ky.
1I30 not apply from 11-00a,m
to2:flep.m

/

WILL BE BUYING fur

JE,VVELER

s,.

23 Exterminating

FOR SALE-two-5 hole
chevrolet runs with H-78
apply. in perann nnly
15 light truck; tires, Also
management
trainee.
- - ailed* mounted.-Call
753-1716 after 5.
Apply at...

SKIL SAW sale. Model

Murray Home
& Auto
,

payments on a 25" color
TV. Call 753-7575.

FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$15 and up. Call 753-5857.

Anti-Freeze

'2"

.:0000C,
4

/ROYAL PRINCES OF
THE MISTY MOUNTAINS„
TIRANA CORAN. _
MOLANDA

Full-time and parttime, day and night
help. Must be 18 years
or older. No phone
calls accepted, must

WANTED A 'RESPONSIBLE person to take up

wiire, Paris.

•••••

-VVItt.t,-ON€ FOE.

St.)-14E

4.
4
1
1AIMMAIlk
THE WEDDING 6i.g5r9,„

koWleit,
like new. Call 753-5688.

Wanted

22 Musical

SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOR
SALE Wanted. Responsible
to Like nicer .str
r to2
be
Powers. Box -327,. Carlyle,
Illinois sp31 -

ea.or

I.

FIFTEEN
YEARS??

prices

SKIL ROUTER sale,
HP model 548 only
$35.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Help

1ritAcx-r-i2 gauge gas
operated, 26 improved
22full barreL Ventilated
ribs. New gun. Call after
5 p.m. 753.3301.

WURLITZER PIA1)10S 85'
'organs:-Rental applies
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.

at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
,.In Paris.

-

Chestnut St.

DO Y-OU THINK

-discsi,unt

ACCOUNTANT'S Sec,
retary. Typing and
bookkeeping required.
Send
resume
and
handwriting sample to
P.O. Box 270, Murray.

- 2

hohnimINMER-1.,.

SAVE 1.10 op latest tapes
At albums. Everyday

assistance call 753-0984.

PEANUTS

Tb•I yEAR5 7-

753-4676.

Hotpoint
refrigerator, 30 inch
Tappan electric range.
Admiral
AF-FM
cabinet stereo with
maple finish. Call 753-'
8780 or 759-1127.

_

MN'

THETEACNER GIVES
60LD STARS FOR SPELLING
FOR ATTENDANCE, FOR
DR1NKENG MILK AND FOR
VER(MItIG:StrrNEVEg
GET A GOLD STAR !

-- 55 GALLON.drums $5.00
each wail real:ramble
tightfm&hth Ky.
Candy Co., Ahno, Ky.

NEED BABYS
ER in
my home
College
Courts. Call 7674925
after 5 p.m. Must have
references..
.
_

19

MARLIN 30-38 liver
- action-rifle. - 4X- scope-- ---

AVACADO

v. ,, •

-•••-

WE LL BE FRIENDS
FIVE YEARS. FROM

c up. Qin 489-

COOK

'needed. Applrin person

A.L.L42"

NEttiZ 6OT1EN
6OLD STAR FOR
ANqTrlING MARCiE

TIME

1.

ONE 14' CHERI:WEE- aluminum boat and 25h.p. Johnson motor and.
trailer. $350. One short
bed camper topper, $75. Call 474-8855.

Prieda-.*Pasonable.
Prestice liNil_
6)6_ 1967

--

PART

South 12th,
.1i3.0o3s "nap oinking
• lot, use our rear en-

speed bicycle. $75 ot
best offer. Call 753-8517.

15.Articles For Sale
WOOD TABLE and
chairs, good condition.

sportation
necessary.
Call after 4 p.m. at 753-

Adults 109
in Paris.
Nursery 8
_
- -- NO NEWBORNS
.TRE WORD Paradise
'DISMISSALS'
, aPPears
Jame.s ve.rsical
Laurie WIC
the
, t.3-,R
Bt.
45A, Murray,'lames A. 'Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 2343,
Johnson, 310 N. 12th., Murray,
Clayton W. Adams, 602 Vine,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
Revelations 2-7.
Murray, Mrs. Evelyn M.
Paradise - Greek Darnell and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,

decision-in the case as soon as. Pamela A Brooks,204 parker,
Mayfield, 1Vrrs. Piggy J
possible after the first of the
scale
-cc
- ,stenestritit.
Fanning.ant.
*...7101.421
-26 /•- year:lie saidit would take the
•• •'23' 24
with white
‘
.
'iff
. ,.: .•;
Mrs. Glenda S. Carraway, Rt.
t commission a great deal of
interspersed 27 28
:1...1,129
'
...7730
4, Murray, James FL,
time to consider the testimony
.•:•
44 Hinder
47 Astate
Alibritten, 804 Sycamore,
and documents entered in the
'-'•:IA...
34
.. ::: ii
31
51 Greek letter
Murray, James W. Merrell,
case.
52 Century
16
35
.Iant
'' •
Among the material in- 408Hudson, Pariss
-Earlie
-i
'
11 1 t
traduced- at -today's hearing -White, Rt
.....
jj3. zel, Warren
•'
- 5-4 Wocov
55 Young
were the signatures"of nref Stimpson, Dover, Th., Mrs45 46
Salmon
.than 210o_petitioners asking Bernadine Adams,- 912 Ellis
.
-..,
t• • •
bb teas ne
47 4149
- SO
• 1.<1-1 54 •
57 Grain
the dotnmission to deny the _Drive, Murray, Mrs. Orilf;.•
DOWN
......-15?
proposed "-rate-- -increase __Harder. 501 elm, Murray,
ii.
f0S4 52
-%
I Alms box
Mrs. Molean Jones, Bx. 33,
because of the hardships they
55
'.•-.• 56
2 Grant use of
Lynnville, Mrs. Beatrice S.
on
the
Snarl
3
_
.
• Mat by t mired Feature Scotties e. ne
Ford,801 E. Woods, Paris,'hi.'aging and hbeandipciaarPed7.
1$

ALMOST NEW - boys 10.
WE BUY used trailers.
Cash on the spot. Pick
moneyCall 1-1,427

sitter for one year old
boy in my home.
References and tran-

- The
fecraed / • 2:1 Me1a,
Kehtuctry----Public--Service-- -Benton,..Mrs.„Audrey 0 Scat&
,
Paracleisos, Par-ad'i19 Latm
lastener
coniunct,ori
21 Arrni Officer
Commission
concluded
sca
714
has
(- ipeC.) Tr
ait,
its
Main,
Murray,
Mrs.
22 Drunkard
_
tabor.)
Islands
- public hearing on - South - Mildred S. Cherry, Rt. 6,Bx.
33 chapeau
an -Eden. Hebrew 24 NeOaroJe
22 Pigpen
whirlwind
23"Praposition 25 Heavy ' 36 Mans
Cential Bell Telephone Co's
77, Murray, Mrs. Tina S. - Pardee, Par-dace', of
44 erase
nickname
volume
27 Female deer
(printing)
, 37 Thicker
rate increase.
-Unlock
for, or. a Park: forest,
Hayes,805 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
26
29 Lad
45 Simple
27 Piece of
,38 Busy
The
company
is
orchard. Jesus was
Mildred
seeking
30 Pry
a
Collie,
Bx
495,
46
oneself
with
Trick
dinnerware
inquisitively
4 7 Hit lightly
5.5 per cent overall rate in- Murray, Jerry B. Hill, Rt, 1,
trifles
crucified in paradise
28 Man's name
31 Pronoun
40 Adhesive
48 Guido s hvgh
29 Insect
crease that would amount to
Gol-go-tha) placed in
Mayfield, Robert W. Rowan,
32 epos.
rucirna.me.,„
.- 331.44L-strt-:---;-hell and raped to the
- 3-2 tr7ct
4
r , - ..3
_
F roe
°(-11'-e)1.46"441-5°4•1"
4:
4"
am° ---ast'incr"4"1"61141natia
"--1656-14an'
2
114tGiEE
Vir
-liu4a
nod8
24IanC341-4..
-M.S,13. - right hand-d- God. Acts
--1 7 3 ...•. 4 5 6 7 ‘ •
9 10 11
35 Declare
Commission
2-1-33. For further
Murray, Charles E. Miller, Rt.
Chairman
%
37 Obstruct
information
Barkley Sturgill said the
consult
1, Dexter, Cathey A. Majors
....., i 3
38 Writing
1
12
4.•
• i•Molernent
commission will tenderits 913 S. 8th., Mayfield,'Mrs.
Bible. • 'For
-your
_ -!"„i..3 p,4
A
iii-41 Note 0i

20 Sports quipment

COUNTER GIRL for late
after noon work. 4 to 8
p.m. Call 753-6034.

DAY CARE will open for
night service,8:30 p.m. -

•

nancy

6 Help Wanted

2. Notice

save. See their elegant
-Bamboo,- Wicker andBrass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Photie..
-I443-7323.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane' foam. All:sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky. •
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. _

-SKIL
---with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris., •
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95 Choicze'of color.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
BATH TUBS - Borg
Warner or Artesian, 5'
steel, white, $59.99.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
--liarciware,
GO CARTS,3 HP,$279-95;
4 HP, $299.95; 5' HP,
$309.95. Wallin Hard- ware, Paris.

26 /V-Itsdio
SAVE- MARANTZ Stereo
Components Speakers 5
year
Warranty.

-Discount on system
prices
at
your
Magnavox Dealer in
.
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
& TV.

THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you te
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
'to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some
models. Some come on
over . to
Sunset
Boulevard . Music,
D
Dixieland
Center,
Chestnut
27. Mobile Home Sales

x 60 THREE bedroom
trailer, fully affeeted,
wgsher and dryer, air
conditionrd. On 120 x 220 ,

lot. 16 x 20 concrete
storage building..
Ealt or •••

Maffei.- Cat 7133-0831T.

ear
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27 Mobile Home Sales

51 Services Offered

50 Campers

33 Rooms For Rent

1974 HILLCRESI 12 x 60 2 SLEEPING ROOM for
bedroom, like new. See
„boy.s. utilities furnished_
c *----WalltIn-g-distarree for
at-Ristertreonits-or"
753-3264 balore-4,:az _43&MSU Call 753.1812.
5524 after 8.
36 For Rent Or lease
1974 MOBILE _HOME, 3
edroom,_ 2 baths,
central heat and air,
Mini
ainderpinning,
Warehouse
torch. Furnished or
Storage Space
unfurnished. Call 753
For Rent
a r
753-4758
79 Mnhile Home Rentals

UNEMPLOYME NT
Soy Spann
--

Realty

eisr dee P••ei•
In Real Estate

753 1724
901 Sycamore

11 b
4
;
41*CBES,all fenced,lust
listed. Located near
,0 aeres-.
tendable, more could be
made tendable PricedPh o
it $30,000
Ropperud Realty, 753
I='kr ea your farm
real estate needs.

WHITE CAMPER SALES GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
authorized dealer for
both Starcraft'and-Pan: installed per your
specifications.
Call
Travel trailers sad poP
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78 for free estimates.
models and be ready for
WIRING
spring. 13,ank financing ELECTRIC
available. Located 4 -home andindustrial;air
--miles East of Murray on __canditioaing.„-and
refrigeration, heating.
Highway 94. Call 753Call 474-9611.
0605.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

LICENSED ELECFOR YOUR septic tank •
TRICIAN and gas _MI
'ind backhoe work__
_stallation____wilL.Alo_____fteds. Also_
plumbing, heating and- -Meaning. Call John- -.sewer cleaning. Call 753- .-.-. Lane. Phone 753-8669 or-7203.
436-2586 or 436-5348.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozaig_ neede. Call
437-4533 or after 8 --p.m
---3544161-er 354-8138.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
*steno,:-Also dryfinishing. 10 years exyeeKence.-Call 436-2563:
Ralph Worley

I..E.NERAL BAUKHOr...
work, gravel hauling YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOF.1175 FLEETWING 17%-ft. W IL L
- -and top` 4311. CUM- loe -ING. Commercial andlong. Sleeps 4 Call436---DRIVErAY-gravelor
-Beard,436-Z30_6.
General
-residential.
4290 after 4 X •
decorative rock or stoat
HORSE STOLE for
MOBILE HOMES-and
carpentry. 10, years
pile lime. Call 753-6763
LICENSED ELECmobile home spaces for
rent, pasture land also
experience. Call 759-1524
JUST ARRIVED new
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
TRICIAN prompt efavailable. Call- Mike
rent, at Riviera Courts.
after 6 p.m.
shipment of toppers for
ficient service. NO job
Brannaek 153-8850
Call 753-3280.
The
Phone
pickups.
carpet
Assortment of PROFESSIONAL
too small. Call Ernest
between 8 and 5.
DRIVEWAYS and
colors and designs.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
Number In
and furniture cleaning.
White, 753-0605.
parking areas white
Supplies
livestock
$199.95.
37
offers
Whites
Camper
Servicemaster
home. Shady Oaks
and graded. Free
rocked
Sales, E. 94 Highway,
Trailer Court. Call 489- SIX FEEDER pigs and
steam or dry foam
GENERAL HOME
estimates. Clifford
Servicemaster
Murray,
Ky..
Call
7532533.
method.
remodeling, framing,
019T 7,1.r13,10.11 F•41..4
small pony for sale. Call
Garrison, 753-5429 after
For All Your
/,//29
has been cleaning the
aluminum siding and
436-2555.
_4 p.m.
Real Estate Needs
30
over
80 THREE
for
X
homes
12
finest
SI Services Offered
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
Supplies
Pets
38
BEDROOM.$125 month,
- Is
years,and are Number 1
or 1-362-4895
oi-E_ LECTRICAL WIRING o
THEINTH--.sp
s-j
plus- 00 dephst Eight LABRAD_Va
in the professional
-cleaninglusbiess today. CUSTOM
TrailetCELIS2 oeMurraX, _
PtiO7L-s-WALKER-ftreein0 dog
FILE
6
it
.
-afte
igl
y
r
Chark:Cookse
Saw
e
'
j
Chain
13110AV-Call 4364482.
Call Servicemaster, 753TERY. Free estimates
for sate-Call area code
p.m. 436-5896.
And
0259 today.
Call 436-2786.
901-232-8692.
stumps
TWO BEDROOM, water
lawnmower
need
11=111111 DO YOU
1322 NIAD1. Lovely older
CARPET CLEANING at
.and garbage pickup FOR SALE-Beagles,
removed from your yard
Sales and Service
$1750 IS'hIE full price for
home with style & grace.
of
reasonable • rates.
furnished. One mile out three-13 month old.
cleared
or land
the residential building
Large scenic lot. Lots of
Prompt and 'efficient.
"of city limits.. $50 Three-10 month old. Call
stumps? We can remove
()set -apace. Largo--let-on-LIS.641, 5 miles
Eastside Small
Custom Carpet Care,
depoidt, $85 month. One 753-1716" after 5.
stumps up .to 24"
Murray.
After Beers
South • of
partially
rooms.
753-13M.
_
ladualc_can.753.4405Srotifid. Leaves
Inginellapafr
_
EMMY SMOKE •
Measures 300 ft. deep---1111,-1711
-red e cera-Te-d. Two
.
only sawdust and -chips.
CRAZY LAVERNE'
-llighwtry Vitas?
'
ft.
frontage
and has 8§
upstairs.
Company Inc. Air conapartments
Bedroom trailer.
31,2SX
Call for free estimate,
753-0100
wanted an immaculate 3
inIf
highway.
the
home
on
type
dition
the
sales
is
This
and
serCarpet, furnished,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
bedroom brick, built-in FINE COUNTRY
Stinson
call
terested,
vice. Modern sheet
everyone wants so give
eXcept back bedroom.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
LIVING - Now is your
kitchen with breakfast
No other dots yourself"
Realty Co., 753"-3744.
us a call. Wilson Ins. &
54. Free Column
metal
department.
Private lot. $85.00
property
own
to
chance
method cleans carpets as...
area plus dining area,
753-3263
TROUBLE
HAVING
Estate.
Real
Larry
Wisehart,
month. Call 753-5946.
overlooking the lovely
ADULT FEMALE cat
Franklin fireplace in
getting those small
President. Phone 753Murrayr,Scountry_aub anytime.
and 2 male kittens, 1- -clan, well -decorated,
Thruman.
powerportable
terdont-Aplumbing jobs done?
9290.
MORELE-110ME Spaces.
golf sourse. Three
-'i a all Use work
['w'
clang haired- f
11:Yilue
use
aS
itt
carpeted. priced -in, the
istate
-call
Then
733-46167
Real
-REALTY
IturYEuuLJ
hiewitiftelil
bedroom brick home
Fox Meadows'- and
kitten. Call 753-3994.
low 30's. Now we've
EFFKTIVELYhas five full-time sales
Southsid• Court Squbre
INSULATION BLOWN in
with 'fireplace, full
Coach Estates. South , found -it, we can't find
cleans, rmserand vacuum
Morey,Kentucky
professionals to assist
out deep down dirt and
by Sears save on these
•
'
basement which a ideal
16th- Street. Call 753• - ONE EIGHT week old
Laverne. Are you ingrime in a single sweep
Estate
you
,,Raal
in
'753-4451
high
heat
and
cooling
COMPRESSORS
or
for
workshop
AIR
I
3855.
female kitten. Call 753tereited2 - Call_
a
-bills. -Cali Doug 'Taylor
matter!. If YOu have
14:11itgaiAreeary
nera4Il t
i
1493:7.Lotetta Jobs, l'eereatiort , room, at- - question
'
way :- ---'
AllLT
,
thi
30. Business Rentals
cleans
":"Wa
regarding any
- at 753-2310 for free
.4
'tanked garage,
46 Homes For Sale
protesstonalsdo-at /if _.
-nit
,
Reallaraii2
Oise M real estate
a fraction ci the cost
BUILDING FOR RENT.
estimates.
m24424396.
breezeway. All this at an
FREE PUPPIES, Ger,IVOU SAVE UP TO / 1
2
NEW
ALMOST
activity,give us a call at
9,500 sq. ft. Known as
i /
Ideal location. Priced in
$25.00 PER ROOM_
Shepherd and
in
house
John C.
bedroom brick
753-1222, or stop by our
FENCE SALES at Sears
Johnsons Grocery,
the low Xi's. Additional
Collie mixed. About
city
Has
Grove.
Lynn
Taylor
Doug
located
conveniently
Call
now.
South 12th St. Call 753Neubauer
acreage may be purWILL HAUL blacktop,
weeks old. Call 7534188.
,
41
r1
i d_
water, ,as heat, caroffice at 711 Main. We at
at 753-2310 for free
3205 for appointment.
chased
adjoining
lime.
and
sand
gavel,
Realtor
1.peted tigho
Kop'pernd Reialty want
estimates for your
- 10
country club golf course.
FREE TWO 3 month_oth'CAL489-1557 or 489-2763.
32. Apzrtments For Rent
41th-en.
stvoere01-!rs
.
-9303
_
ttt
needs.
labCTOURrieaLE
_
Kopperad-Reitifi,2:-.Phone
---One black and
_XS Nein Se.
rstsm
People.
47. Motorcycles
ONE BEDROOM. Stove
753-1222 for full-time,
white, other brown and
WATCH AND CLOCK
and refrigerator
r
competent Tesd-estate
I
-whittr.--;_-"Will
!Wit far,ad? streini
make
1975 HO
Call
you
ifetwater Nesters
nished. $80 a month.Call LYNN GROVE -If
service.
-tel-Ali_Doier %ire
• --beinififul Pets. Call 753Call 759guaranteed.
753-9562 after 4 p.m.
room,
elbow
of
lots
like
753-10111
leIdar Coal.
753-7874.
8761.
1231.
REAL
this home is for you.
48 Automotive Service
At ,
"For Reel Service
Home has nine rooms
NICE FOUI1_VcIoni,
JAC1CSON PURCHASE
Wholesale SALE -"
- In Real Estate"
apartment for 1 'Or 2 - including 4 betrrooms:
Insulation rifMurray
'1W-bath-and
Main
men. Call WW1.
announces its opening
with
guarantee, $22.88; 3
kitchen-ding room
20Aile
saving you-money.
5
year
gine-12619;
r8111ieç
hated.
Sit
combination.
PAY
MORE?
WHAT
Fres Delivery
NICE FURNISHED
759-1820.
Call
Year
4 year guarantee,
on over one acre with
FOR? This fine 3
apartment. Inquire 106
,
Warranty
-429.99,.5 _ year guaranand
•
trees
teutifulhome'
Urfa
bedroofn
South 13th.
124 ACRES-Completely
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
save. Complete owl
gardeg area. Priced in
'offer* _the things so
Resewsk roe* to use. Or boy • U-Allvikl and
Sdorierit
"
will preset ens size
free 5- year guaraniee,
upper 30's. Phone - -tenteld-wIth-frittet (rossrood, to ossassnble 8:11 up to 24164 stondorS, bet
in
today
important
NEWLY DECORATED
and bey Ho host
fenced, 92 acres tenWallin
Hard$39.99.
nettled. Shop tisis rest then come to Custom 'vitt
753Realty,'
Ropperad
determining value and
Murray Home
apartments for girls.
Has
stock
well,
dable.
loss.
for
Paris.
ware,
75309111
BUILDINGS
1222 for more
ustom 110.11' PROTABLE
living dunfort. A den big
60,00 per month. Call
& Auto
barn, tobacco barn &
formation,
49 Used C43 & Trucks
for
space
on
perfect
753-3685.
chostmrt
on
base.
Located
*759-1661
or
en- 1962
relaxation
Tucker-Garland road.
FO D,
good
full
2
baths
tertainment,
dependable car. $125.
Phone Wilson Ins. &
(one is off master
Murray Manor ApartReal Estate, 753-3263
bedroom), large kitchen
ment F-7.
anytime.
complete with all the
•
appliances, central heat 1968 FORD GALAXIE,REALTORS
and air, and occupancy
automatic, power
is immediate. Located • steering, 302 V:11 motor.
.
Good -gas
to match this for only
1200 Sycamore
Ashley wood stove
$37,300. Call or Come by
South 12th at Sycamore
without jacket. Call 436105 N. 12th., Boyd
•
REDUCED
2204.
TELEPHONE 753-1851
- - Home of Distinction
Majors Real Estate,753Just listed this beautiful and spacious 4 bedrelIen,
truly different home on acre lot with
and
Modern
1969
1909.9675.
OPAL
1971
8080.
PROPERINCOME
2 bath home in Gatesborough Subdivision.
1
2/
trees. Has 2 bedrooms, dining room, all cedar
Ford pickup, $359.. Call
houses, 2
TY...12
yr N.Poplar-Bentort
Almost 3;000 square feet of comfortable, well
_ .closets, central heat aad air, central vacuum
1
759-1801.
apartments located near
designed living area in this 2-story brick home.
systeni,fruit trees, all windows have inside shutMSU. Owner will conCentral natural gas heat, lovely fireplace, forters. Reduced to $39,900.
1975 CHRYSLER Le
sider financing with 25
mal dining room, private patio with gas grill and
Baron Imperial, 2 door
we could go on and on! Why not talce a look at this
per cent down. A chance
hardtop, all electric and
cheerful
home-it may be just what you've been
quality
wall,
wood
time„..Call
life
a
of
decorative
Take the great room with
fully equipped: (A
looking for...
now...Loretta Jobs
wallpapered kitchen and breakfast area opening on to a
5271468 753-9625
I Classic) EteelIent
deck, 3 bedrooms with custom shuners, add utility with
Realtors 753-1492.
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
condition. 4_049.00
Only-in, the 30's and .w,otdd Y9Y.
All--Th abenda06 otorage
901 Sycamore Streer"Phone 151-7n4
$5,000 InterestedhoYers
believe your children can walk to Robertson School?
.only. Call 759-1665.
Member of Multiple listings
After Hours:
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Brenda Jones - 7534668
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
1975 SCOUT II, 4 wheel
Jack Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
- 753-1499
Smith
Glenda
Helen Spann - 733-8579
drive, V-8, 4 _spied:,
T.C.Cc", 7534122 Ray Reeves,7512437
.Jadv Johnston - 437.-4446,
Bill-Payne- 753-9794
Power steering, deluxe
EVENINGS CALL
interior, big_ tires and
George_Griloba$34119 _Geri Arft14114111 733-.7932
-1011Welt: --Can-3934V°
Harry Patterson 4124302 Bill Kooperoi-P53-1222
lit
lit las
after 5 p.m. Ask' for
SIP Rayboro 753-4474
Dennis.

rt

Murray

159-41t7- -

Qictf$9696.
WHATyoo ENG. Ohl OVER AT 11-1E
A9
41 APPLICATtON

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

MUM=

RENT RINSINVAC

l

man

a

DE
tique
Buy
and
'gent
an&
Vises
and
outh

.1

SIGNS

•

ow..
-All..
All
Cut
t Ky.'
it0rY'

19.99.
'eris.

sets,
rece,
color.
'aris
Borg
n, 5'
9.99.
allin
9.95;
HP,.
ard-:
•

tered
ers
enty.
stem
your
r in
USIC
inset
)u to
• that
o for
intee
- you,
Teat
this
iused
;ome
le on
inset
sic,
'ter,

QUAIATY

Guy Spann Realty

KOPPERUD-REALTY!!! -

OS

11476frefirtints

POINSETTIAS
10

Prices from $3.50 to $15.00

CI)

To Choose from

4

411
A11414

,

%

4410

% Shirley's Florist%
%
474
& Garden%
„r,-,
„mot, Center:
N. 4tb St.%
Ia.502Murray,
ky.%
0,....-w
753-3251 qb
1
-.‘ 753-89444
0

'oom
!led,
air
(no
Tete
ling..

-7534222

711 Main

*WHITE PINE
*LIVING

00-4,,,e-lepoorot04.

terer

Buy your kids a pony for Christmas and buy
mom & dad a place to keep it. Don't pass up the
chance of a lifetime to own a mini farm bordering Gatesborough Subdivision and Johnny
Robertson Road. A nice 3 bedroom home with
huge gees,6 acres total with 5 acres fenced, plus
a barn in excellent condition. This won't last long
- Call us today to see this new listing.
REDUCED TO SELL

Waldrop
753-5646
Pete Waldrop -753-5646

CHRISTMAS TREES

•

•

m

4. • 4 is•
t.•

mu OLDS CUTLASS,one

Real Estate

*HEMLOCK

1976 SUNBIRD with all
options, 4 cylinder, •
$3,000. Would make
perfect car for teenager
oP• anyone who wants
good mileage. Call 7530983 weekdays after 7.
2 _A door
owner,
automatic, power and
air. 350 two barrel: Call
753.5676.
- 1173 TOYOTA Celica, air,
-new tires, Runs and
looks good. $1995. Call 12473258.
1973 SPORT LE MANS,
A149.409.1 tape, bucket
seats, rocket macs. New
set of back tires. Call
7515094.

Waivirop, Broker

-Marsha lactort.753O37.161..
-frteosiners Stress 956
Alimsimpmmimmummit.

• -2

•

• t-.•
"'At tiee.

•

or,*
41,

r:frje
PICTURE PERFECT
A charming, spacious residence in a park-like
2 acres. This lovely, warm home/
setting of 201
2 baths, separate dining room,
1
has 4 bedroom,2/
study, family room with cathedral ceiling,
• recreation room and fireplace. Many extrat include built-in bookcases,excellent storage-inside
the home and two outside storage buildings. Let
us show you all the unique details that make this
house such a value.

I0514 lfth Stout

W74 CAPRIC_A 1 owner,
excellent. Call 753-6648.

"
1.
0i

153-8080

RS
BOYD-MAJO
ESTATE
REAL

THE PROF E ssirrulOF FICE WITH THE FfiliENDLY TOUCH

liE. e.753-5777
i ta
1:Z
WIITTeliat.
a iaal
' • Mt HEAVY-904
let _ples_up
TEilr
Sorbet-. Erwin 753 4134
'
733-7697
J r siimminimmo•mme"

84 Nook 753.2.357
_ .1tavbse.Moodir
Moarer man, ist-WW

So Much Room .
For The Money
The late Dr. Ralph Woods home is a full city
block in length - Border Main iii front and
2 baths, 4 'or 5
1
Farris in back. House has 2/
bedrooms, family room, living room, dining
room, 2 fireplaces and a separate 2 car garage.
'Priced at only 56,500.00.

Waldrop
*ROI Estate
733-5646
Pete Waldrop -753-9444

N.T. Waldrop Broker

• 7A;rshe Noeton 753-0765

•
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Nominee
Mrs
Mrs. Humphreys Is ConsidersWithdrawing
Dead At Age 85
monds. ycar_aiat hi weng,.Ys,die,_cni Name Due To Surgery

I Deaths and Funerals j Carter FBI

.

Mrs. Hicks' Rites

Ag
ri
;St

on,Page 1) -

and now affiliated with Kentucky
Ambassador of Good Will and the Good
to press secretary of the National
Department of Education, received the
Will Ambassador of Kentucky; and
Federation -of Woman's Clubs in
honor in 1971.
Washington," Ford said
Murray Business and Professional
Award winners from 1959 t5 1970
Woman's nub has award here the
Mrs.' Lowry has served as president
,include: the late Dr. Ralph Woods,
certificate of achievement.- •
of the KentUckY 4tate G°4
A38°644439,
former ptesid-eit of Murray State
"In all of these achievements,
past president of the Tni-State Golf
University, 1950; the late Hon.Frank A.
Funeral services for Mrs: Gleason, Tn.She was 85 years
Association, representative of' the
perhaps the MO& Important one is left
WASHINGTON (AP) - U. through January.
Stubblefield; a U. S. Congreismarefor
Bengt Parham Hicks will be 'of age and widow of R. R.
for' last, that being the wife of Dr. C. Trans-Mississippi Golf Association and
Kelley already has made chairman of the Murray
S. District Judge Frank M.
held Wednesday at two p.m. at Humphreys.
16 years, 1960; Buford Hurt, state
C. Lowry and the mother of two
Country Club
She is survived by one Johnson is seriously con- plans to teach four Says a
innn
the chapel of the Blalockof t4eF911.4,.
childraii,..DuaswandCanithr Fordeaid. -1961; Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Coieman-Fimerat Home with -:daughter, -Mrs.- Hilda- Curt-- stdertrig- withdrawing as'- month -at-dier vitivetsity-or- -In spite of her schedule, Betty has
Mrs. Lowry joins a select group of
President Carter's nominee to Alabama in Birmingham and found time to serve in many capacities
the Rey, Leon Penick of- ningham, Puryear, Tn.
Miller.. 1962; Max B ,Hurt; formerly
others honored with the chamber
Funeral services will be head the FBI because his to practice law and do some
ficiating. Burial Will follow in
with Woodmen of the World and now
the First United Methodist Church,
award since 1958.,The late Vern Kyle,
in
l•ttedriesday at 1030 a. m. recovery from major surgery --private consulting work after
the New Concord Cemetery.
retired, 1963; former Murray Mayor
Who worked with Tappan "before.
where she has been a miiiber since
-.taltiag-_-loager than __ex,..,his retirement from- the
Friends may --call - -at- the - ..at LeDaa Clued. Rifieg.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Fordsaid.
retireMent:Won the first honor in 1958.
_
_ bureau. . _ _
W
Asocatiortr
estern 1:listil-91:
474anies
Dark Fir
e
ed
..._earris
Tobae
ocno
,
funeralhomeedter seven.p.m. Morticians,. Paris, ,Zn., with pected. .
With )r. Lowry receiving the award
" In- addition bithebtliiikif-the Year Carter noniinated Joheeori,
burial _to follow in the Oak - -Altorney General-Griffin
tonight-(Tuesday).
Mrs. Lawry
tri19MargarertreVathimi Calloway
received other
- Bell planned to discuss the - -widely- i eap,-c_ted Alabama honors, Ford said: Dutchess of
Mrs. Hicks, former resident Grove Cemetery.
County librarian and the first female • generalmanager-ofWarfatilk,T965-; H.
situation today in a second judge, to become FBI director Paducah; Kentucky Colonel; Woodmen
of Calloway County, died
Glenn Doran, chairman of the board of
receipient of the award, won it in 1974telephone conversation with last August. Johnson then had Woman of the Year; the Kentucky
Monday at four a.m. at the
Peoples Bank, 1966; ,Robert Moyer,
75. Z. C. Eniz, a Murray businessman,
-Johnson, wvhe is in MOn- a physical examination and Mental Health Award; the Kentucky
Reichview Manor Nursing
former general manager of Tappan,
and head of the Calloway County
doctors
discovered
tgomery, Ala.
an Heart Association Award; she is listed
Home, Kalamazoo, Mich: She
1967; Leonard Vaughn, a retired inDemocratic Party won the honor in
Department aneurysm, or swelling, in the
Jultice
was a member of the old
dustrialist,
1968; Dr. Sparks, former
1973.
Joe
Dick,
president
and
chairman
in Who's Who of American Women and
Marvin Wall said aorta, the main artery from World Notables; in Personalities of the
Sulphur Springs Methodist
president of. Murray State University-,
of the board of Bank of Murray,
The funeral for Bert spokesman
Church, now a part of the Deering will be held Wed- it was nbt certain that a „ the heart.
1969; and Dr. A. H. Kopperud,a dentist,
received the honor in 1972. Fred T.
Soqth, she is a member of Lambda
His condition required
Good
Shepherd
United nesday at ten a.m. at the decision would be made today.
attorney and real estate developer,
Schultz, former superintendent of
Delta National Honqr Society, the
Methodist Church here. Born chapel of the Max Churchill. "They may decide to wait a immediate surgery.
1970.
Murray Independent School System
Conknission of the -Louisville
Johnson and his doctors
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Sonny a Van Puckett's
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BARN RESTAURANT
CRIB LOUNGE
South Fulton, Tenn.
901-4_79-3836

Worried About
How You'll took
With a Hearing Aid?
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Sunday, Decerplier 4th
2:00 to 5:00 P.M.
At Sonny & Vada Puckett's

• a‘Ao013

Barn Restaurant & General Star

For oll our friends and customers and those who hove not had an
opportunity to see the "Barn", our entire staff cordially invites you too
Sunday'afternoon of punch and cake and music by Scotty Davis Bell at
the organ Our new General Store will loe ()Oen, sd take your time and
browse.thru the entire "Born" including a personal tour of our living
'quarters
Mark this date on your calendar, Sunday, December 4th We'll be
looking for you.
Sonny and Vocio

-

J.

SPECIAL EVENTS COMING SOON:
Thurs., Dec. 1st

Tues., Ploy. 29th

r

r

FASHION DINNER SHOW
Fostoria Fithian
Till ItUlittlYS
of Podorot

01,1

JEANNE ELLIOTT
of Moyfrolif

ACE CANNON
DINNER DANCE

Phone for Reserfatiogs 901-479-3836
SEAFOOD BUFFfr
two PH WO

ThA -CHICKEN --'FISH
-

boreSlor44611*- •
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Owe Cheitioso
,Ilfghtylesa.4016...„

Chicago, 111.-A free offer of
special interest to those who
heir-but--do net-understandwords has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given absolutely . free to anyone
answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
arenot alike .. . and Some
cannot be helped by a hearing
aid. But audiologists report
that many can. So, send for
this free model now, and wear
it in the privacy of your own
homer It is not a real hearing
aid, but it will show you how
tiny hearing -help can be. Its
yours to keep; free. The actual
aid weighs less than a-third ctf
an ounce, and it's all at.ear.
level, -in one unit.

Brandon Will
Speak, UCM
"The Future of Athletics-at
Murray State: a need for
student scholarships" is the
topic which Mike Brandon will
address-at -this Wednesday's
UCM luncheon.
Sports editor for the Murray
Ledger & Times, Brandon is a
native of Carrier-Mills,
lllinois. Brandon earned his B.
S. at Murray State in journalism and political science in
1972. He has been named one
of the top three sports writers
in the state by the National
Association of Sports Vhitert
and has received several
awards by the Kentucky Press
Association for writing and
PhotograPhY•
The luncheons cost$1.25 and
last from 12:30 to 1:20 p. m.
Every0Te is welcome to attend, a spokesman said.

These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
LAKE DATA
now. Again, we repeat, there
Kentucky Lake 7, am. 355.2
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. .Thousands have down 0.3. ...46
Below dam .316.6 up 0.1.
'already been tnailed-,' so write
-today to Dept.31111,Behan*glee- ----Saridey_ Lake 74.a.m. 355.3.
--41$41ifTio43001- MOWN. tbrictorte,
-Betow-dam4004 up.1411,
Chicago, 111. 80646.
Sunset'4:41. Strrise 6:49.
•

STOCK MARKET
,,

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
-7.45
Industrial Av.
.4-1
Airco....... . . .
---Air'Prodi
4F. -+- Li.
American-Motors..
31 +Li.
Ashland Oil
AT&T
5924 csr.
434 -F.
Ford Motor Co
4824 -F.
Gen. Dynamics
, 65Fir -F.
General Motors
.
Generalltre.,_
.unc.
217
Goodrich
274 Li.
Gulf Oil
264F. -21.
IBM
35 +-L.
Pennwalt
221
. -L,
Quaker Oats
724 -Iv
Tappan
Westera Union
18 -4
1551. .1.
Zenith Radio
Prices of stork of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray.are as follows:
Heublein Inc
26L. -F.
McDonalds Corp
5124 -tv
Ponderosa Systems
1624 -L.
Kimberly Clark
41 -1-Li.
Union Carbide
41F. -,..
W.R. Grace
2S1iii -/i.
Texaco
.
271
.unc
General FleC,
513ur -t.
GAF Corp
. II unc
Georgia Pacific
30 -s.
26.4 ..."
Pfizer
Jim Walters ..
304-2Kirsch
21h2
4-4.
Disney
414 #24
Franklin Mint .
.. rt._ -Li.

This S8T914
'..rederal Vat;
November 29,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes!Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 500 Est 650 Barrows &
Gifts 1.004.50lower Sows 1 00-2.00 lower
$40 25-4050
US 1-2 200-2301bs ....
US 14 200440 Its.
$39 75-40.25
$38.75N 75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
ITS 3-4 SO-2101Ito. • . •
937 75-3875
Son
.00-3100
14270-3501W- .
e
14 300441We
0041.00

us 24 X*-500
Boars 24,0046 00

$21100- .50 ,

Something great
for the great outdoors.
Now you can be nice and
111,Pvt.nauhen,the

temperature plunges. in
Big Smiths rip stop vest.
Its lightweight, water

iSii•
'7
---I•

repellant, washable, arid
attractive With diagonal
front pockets and a zip front
Etrg-Sniithriyaeesinis- chill-defrog vest in
,an assortment Of colors

Shell. 100% nocn
Fill: 100% polyester fiber
Sizes 9-M-

- X I,

Cl

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.
64T So aril

411.6'

